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Library has become the place for poetry in
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resources widely
accessible.
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historic setting in
Tweeddale Court,
one of the closes
off Edinburgh's
Royal Mile, is a
reminder of
Scotland's past.
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Price increase:
If you buy Scottish Child over the counter, you'll have noted a sharp rise in price with this issue. The new price is
now much closer to the real cost of publishing each magazine. It also maintains parity with the individual subscription
rate. Sorry- that's life! The Editor
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A non-residential workshop
...47.96.
to be held in Glasgow
Sat 26th to Sun 27th February 1994
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(What participants have said about the experience:
...answering a yearning to be part of a group who are
committed to working through things with respect and trust.
it felt like coming home.
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Uased on Scott Peck's 'The Different Drum'
Run by Community CulWing in Uritain
Cost — maximum £85. Apply for leaflet and application form to
Patrick Boase, 31 Banavie Rd, Glasgow G11 5AW, 041 339 3064

be my friend!
SCOTTISH CHILD receives no public funding of any
kind - it relies on your support to stay independent
and keep growing. Make your support for SCOTTISH
CHILD concrete by becoming a FRIEND OF
SCOTTISH CHILD.

PLAY TALK!
A day of discussion for play
workers in Scotland.
Friday 4th March 1994,

AS A FRIEND OF SCOTTISH CHILD
•
You will make a significant contribution to securing
the future of SCOTTISH CHILD and its work
•
You will receive a year's complimentary subscription to
SCOTTISH CHILD

•

10.30 am -4.30 pm
Cowane Centre
Cowane Street
Stirling

*The Children Act - the reality* Playday '94 *
* Providing a playscheme service *

You will also receive absolutely free all SCOTTISH CHILD's
publications throughout the year and will receive advance
notice of conferences and events
YES. I want to become a FRIEND OF SCOTTISH CHILD and I
enclose a cheque for £
(minimum £50) made
payable to Scottish Child.
Name

* Play and integration * Environmental play*
*Organising special events for children *

Interested? Contact Margaret Westwood,
Stirling District Council, Beechwood House,
St. Ninians Road, Stirling FK8 2AD.
Telephone: 0786432359 or Fax: 0786432333

Address
Postcode
Please return to SCOTTISH CHILD
130 St Stephen Street, Edinburgh EH3 5AD

£5 per delegate, creche available.
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Doing Our Own Thing - And Knowing Why We Do It
Since the new year, the national media have been full of John Major's
'Back to Basics' campaign. Similarly, they've all started their build-up
of coverage on the 'International Year of the Family'. At a more local
level, never a week goes by without some conference leaflet or other
dropping through our letter box at Scottish Child, with news of an event
aimed at celebrating, giving prominence to, or simply 'marking' (that's
a favourite), the 'International Year of the Family'. You really do have
to wonder a bit. Are we all so gullible or are we just as keen as the
unprincipled bunch that run this country to make what capital we can out
of events and campaigns which are to a large degree arbitrary, media- or
party-politically inspired charades?
There are some advantages of course, in designating a year the
International Year of Something - a bit more funding may come your way,
a patch of countryside may be spared (for that year anyway), a few more
trees may be planted... But it smacks overall of a cynical manipulation of
the real issues of poverty and inequality in the human domain and of
continuing destruction in the natural world of plants and animals. We
know it, don't we? So why do we go along with it? Is it because we like
to believe that we can 'play them at their own game'? That's what it seems
like when you hear those who work within whatever area the planners and
the politicians have targeted this time, earnestly propounding the idea that
'we should co-operate because we can get something really useful out of
it'. The underlying implication seems to be that we can be just as devious
as they are, in fact maybe even cleverer and more devious because they
won't realise the importance of what we're setting up, thanks to their
blinkered agenda.
What naivety and what a tragedy, because as long as we delude
ourselves that real change comes in piecemeal chunks of one well-funded
project here, one green field there, we allow all the things we least like
to go on apace - worsening conditions of life for poor families, further
deterioration in the physical environment and an escalating level of
violence against minorities. And we can expect to be treated to columns
and columns of crap - there's really no other word for it - about this

bankrupt 'Back to Basics' campaign. We get the press we deserve, no
doubt about it.
So where does that leave Scottish Child in 1994? Ideologically whiter
than white it may seem. Not at all. We don't, I hope, lay claim to speak
the 'one true word' on all the key issues of our times - poverty, families,
the environment, the frightening concentration of global power into the
hands of a few multi-nationals. We still try to make a space here for your
debate as well as ours, and if you disagree we hope you care enough to tell
us so. In fact if you agree we hope you'll be in touch as well.
And this year, as well as bringing out the magazine, we'll run some
conferences, three in all, which we hope you'll come along to and which
will pick up on what we do see as some of the crucial themes of our times.
The first will be a conference on imprisonment in late April - Undoing
Time. This will be the third year we've run a prisons conference. It reemphasises the importance which we feel lies in promoting a wider
understanding of the centrality of imprisonment, indeed of punishment,
in our society.
The second event of the year will be a conference on Children and the
Environment in the summer; the third, a late autumn conference on
Children and the Media. In between we'll be publishing the magazine,
hoping to hear from you in letters, articles and phonecalls - or to perhaps
to meet you at another of this year's planned events - Workshops on
Child Punishment, the follow-on from last November's conference in
Govan, Don't Hit Kids. The workshops will take place at our new offices
in Glasgow. You can find details of these events elsewhere in this issue.
So, that's our agenda for 1994- or what we've planned so far. We hope
you too look forward to a creative, industrious and fulfilling new year and
we send you all our best wishes for success and happiness during the next
twelve months.
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IN BRIEF
Glasgow
University's
European Philosophical
Inquiry Centre- EPIC for short
- is currently planning an
educational project with
Barlinnie
teacher
Kay
Blackstock. So far no funding
has been secured but EPIC's
assistant administrator, John
Daly, is hopeful of support for a
philosophy project which would
run over three years and provide
prisoners, prisoners' wives and
their children with opportunities
to learn the skills of rational
debate as pioneered at the
centre.
EPIC is a founder member of
SOPHIA, which is the acronym
for the European Foundation
for Philosophy with Children.
Philosophy for children is still a
relatively new idea, certainly in
Britain, but there are now fifteen
centres scattered around
Europe where it is practised.
This summer will see their firstever conference and it will be
held in Glasgow. Scottish Child
will bring you more news of this
event and in a future issue will
be taking a closer look at the
methods of the centre and the
way in which they take
philosophy out of the lecture
room and put it back where
Socrates once had it - out in the
town square.
In the meantime, if you want
to know more about the courses
EPIC offers - and they have a
whole range - you can reach
them at Room E23, West
Quadrangle, University of
Glasgow G12 8QQ or by
phoning them on 041-3304079.
•
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Do you know a child who looks
after an ill or housebound relative?
Aileen Mitchell and her colleagues
at Craigentinny Health Project in
Edinburgh think the problems of
the young carer are too little
understood and often overlooked,
particularly by teachers. At the end
of January they held their first
meeting to discuss how best to
'quantify' this group and how they
can be helped with the caring role
they perform.
As a starting point they went
down to look at three projects in
and around Liverpool. Two of them,
run by Merseyside Health Board,
concentrate on supporting young
carers directly. The third, funded
by Barnardos, is raising awareness
among professionals who come into
contact with children in this kind
of situation.
As Aileen explained to Scottish
Child, "There's not yet a great deal
of research evidence about these
children. A young carer may not to
want to draw attention to herself,
in case the authorities decide to
remove her or the person or people
she's caring for, from the home.
However overloaded they are by
the responsibilities they're
carrying, children will go to
enormous lengths to protect their
families from this kind of
interference and upset. Teachers
are often therefore completely
unaware of the reasons for a child's
tiredness or lack of interest in
class."
As always happens once a
problem is acknowledged, the
Liverpool projects have revealed
just how widespread this use of
children's time and energy is - in
one of the projects alone in the 18
months since start-up over 90
young people have come forward
to use its resources. Scottish Child

will be taking a closer look at this
exploited group of 'community
carers' in a future issue of the
magazine. We'd like to hear from
you if you know of children in this
situation - or if you feel you yourself
were a 'young carer' even before
the term was coined.

Science. As with all such schools
the staff-pupil ratio is that
specified for special education:
no more than six children per
teacher. The benefits of that
size of class for the child who
has probably never had much
joy out of education must be
obvious to anyone.

•
•
We've been catching up with
what's doing in Fife these days
- there was welcome news in
one press report recently. Fife,
we now learn, 'may end up
providing a model for authorities
throughout the country to follow.
According to Mr MacDougill, the
council leader, Fife's existing
childcare policy had not been
criticised in the Inquiry findings,
'although its application had
been.' We understand that
Robin McLean. previously of
Rimbleton House, has now been
relocated to a training post in
Fife Social Work HQ. We wish
him well in his new role.
Elsewhere in Fife - Melville
House, one of Fife's residential
resources for children, has had
an injection of new cash £50,000 - to make new smaller
units for the boys and staff who
live and work there and to fund
new furnishings and equipment.
Given what research has to say
aboutthe way in which education
often gets sidelined or downgraded in importance once a
child goes into care. (whether
'care' means fostering or
residential care), it is very
encouraging to hear that last
year at Melville three of the boys
got Grade 3 in Standard Grade
English. The school regularly
presents boys for Standard
Grade in English, Maths and

This is the start of the new
conference season, some of them
annual events which attract a
broadly similar attendance from
year to year. Such a one is the
Annual Study Conference of the
Association of Children's
Reporters. It lasts from 21st March
to the 23rd and has taken its theme
as The Children's Hearing
System and Young Offender
(The Way Forward).
You need a strong bank account
or an obliging employer to meet
the costs of this one - £.155.00 for
the weekend if you're a member of
the Reporters' Association and a
hefty £195.00 if you're not - shared
accommodation at that price. It
costs another £50.00 if you want to
spread yourself in the comfort of a
single room. Those are Peebles
Hotel Hydro prices - a suitably
opulent setting for the policymakers and opinion-formers
labouring over the knotty question
of the teenage offender. We hope
they remember when they tuck into
their dinners about benefits rules
for 16 and 17 year-olds these
days....
•
On a rather more modest scale,
but still of great interest and
importance SACRO are running
a one-day event in the

Grosvenor Hotel in Edinburgh
on 25th March. The title is Sex
Offenders: Options for
Change and Alec Spencer,
governor of Peterhead, will be
one of the main speakers. Since
Peterhead has taken on the role
of what is often called a
'protection prison' and is doing
some innovative work with this
group of offenders, his talk
promises to be well worth
hearing. Details from Bronwen
Currie, SACRO, 31 Palmerston
Place, Edinburgh EH12 5AP.

•

Fanny & Alexander
The Edinburgh Filmhouse is running a season of films exploring issues relating to children and
childhood, jointly organised by the Filmhouse and Stevenson College. The season runs from
20th January until 17th March and includes 'Lord of the Flies', 'Stand by Me', 'Fanny and
Alexander', 'Celia', 'Leolo' and 'Parents'.
'Lord of the Flies' (1963), based on the William Golding novel of the same name. It is a powerful
rendering on film of a book which probably raises a groan in more than one reader, since it
figured for years on the Scottish syllabus and was apparently an abiding favourite of all teachers
of English. You will recall that what starts as an adventure quickly descends into savagery and
barbarism. One of the central characters, 'Piggy' is killed holding a conch, which has become
a symbol of democracy for the group. The giant shell falls on the rocks and smashes, and the
thin veneer of civilisation is all too quickly scraped away.
'Stand by me' (1986), River Phoenix's first film, explores the transition from childhood to
adulthood by following four adolescent boys on a trek to see a dead human body. 'Fanny and
Alexander' (1982), the last film to be directed by Ingmar Bergman looks at life for a wealthy
nineteenth century Swedish family from the perspective of a young brother and sister
tyrannised by a brutal father.
Each film in the series will be preceded by a short talk given by a film studies lecturer or one
of the staff of the Filmhouse. Themes explored throughout the run will include the marketing
of films for children. For example, do Hollywood blockbusters like 'Batman' and 'Jurassic Park'
exploit young audiences by creating an unreasonable demand for merchandise? Do films
themselves create unrealistic expectations in impressionable minds?
Notes on the films will also be provided. The films will be screened on Thursday evenings for
the duration of the season. Screenings will start at 6pm to encourage children to attend.
For full details of the programme contact Tom Brownlee at Stevenson College (031-453 6161)
or Shiona Wood, Film Education Officer at the Edinburgh Filmhouse (031-228 6282).

Lone parents have been getting a
slightly different press of late,
thanks to the shennanigans of
various Tory MPs. The problems
of being a lone parent don't change
much though, whether you're in
the news or not: too little money,
too few services, not enough time
for yourself - the list goes on. The
Scottish
Network-Family
Policy
Resources Unit has set up a working
group to campaign for equal
opportunities for lone parents.
Their work will go on over the next
two years at local and national
levels.
Scottish Child is represented on
the group so you can expect to
have ongoing reports about events
in your area.

•
From the end of February this
year's Science Festival gets
underway again. The schools
programme starts on 28th and
lasts through to the 23rd of April.
It has four parts to it - the touring
programme which takes science
out and about all across
Scottish Child February/March 1994 7
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Scotland, the workshops at
Kings Buildings in the University
of Edinburgh, and the family
events which go on in Adam
House on Chambers Street,
Edinburgh and in the Science
Dome in Princes Street
Gardens.
As Steve Mitchell explained,
the 'hard core' science starts on
7th April when the main festival
gets going but there's loads of
stuff for children to try in the
workshops and plenty of
opportunities for them to drag
parents and other relatives along
to have a long-overdue 'handson' encounter with science. Since
as a nation we have a lousy
reputation for our attitude to the
sciences and engineering, it's

welcome news that the Science
Festival has established itself
so firmly in the annual calendar.
As a furtherdevelopnnent, this
year the organisers expect to
keep the outreach programme
going after the Festival is over.
For more information you can
contact the Science Festival on
their box office number: 031557 4296. A free programme
will also be going out with all
issues of 28th February edition
of The Herald.

•
The Scottish Poetry Library
celebrates its tenth anniversay this
year. Exactly ten years ago on 6th

February 1984 it opened its doors
to the public. Its stock consisted of
300 items (books, tapes,
magazines). Now it has over 13,000
and has links with readers in all
parts of Scotland and the world.
You don't have to be a member
to borrow a book. All you need to
do is turn up at Tweeddale Court,
off the High Street in Edinburgh,
and leave your name and address
with the librarian and you can take
books or other items from the
lending collection, free of charge.
If you can't go in person you can
borrow by post, using the Library's
catalogue as a guide. There's a
small fee for postage for this
service.
The lending service has
expanded even further since the
Library acquired a van, paid for by
the Foundation for Sport and the
Arts. The van tours around
Scotland, driven by a part-time
'fieldworker' (you'd think the
Poetry Library could come up with
a better name than that.) He goes
wherever he's requested but quite
often to community centres,
schools and prisons.
There it is: a wealth of Scottish
culture, yours to enjoy for free. Of
course, you can support the Library
too, by becoming a member. Over
850 people now have. It only costs
10 a year and you get the use of
the members' reading room, copies
of the newsletter, plus the
knowledge that you're helping the
Library to stay around for the next
ten years.

•
How to transform a mouthful of
a name into a fighting slogan try GRRRR!
The Glasgow campaign to
Remove the major highway
8 Scottish Child February March 1994

building plans, Redirect
spending into public transport,
Recover the blighted land and
Reclaim streets for the people
are an offshoot of Glasgow for
People, the group who took the
Secretary of State to court over
his approval of motorway plans
for Glasgow,
GRRRR! is fighting against
the proposed doubling of urban
motorway in Glasgow, including
a spur from the M8 which would
tunnel past the Cathedral,
emerging behind the High
Street, carving round Glasgow
Green down to the Saltmarket.
If the motorway maniacs
manage to lay the concrete on
these planned routes, only a
short gap will remain before
central Glasgow is strangled by
a motorway box. Birmingham
made the same mistake in the
1960s, and is now spending
£80m to break up the Bull Ring.
It seems incredible that the
city with the lowest level of car
ownership should have the
largest urban road building
programme in Europe, and
GRRRR! is seeking to strike out
these roads from the Strathclyde
Regional Plan. Spending the
same money on public transport,
traffic calming and promoting
cycling and walking would do far
more to reduce air pollution,
improve mobility for non-car
owners, especially young and
old people, reduce accidents and
improve the quality of life for
everybody, ratherthan speeding
up a few car journeys.
Recent campaigns at Twyford
Down and Oxleas wood have
shown the powerof public feeling
against new roads. The next
Donga battleground may be on
the banks of the Clyde.

ood on the
Streets

Within the last twenty-five
years, children have lost the
freedom to play in the streets.
Ian Maxwell looks beyond
the body count.
Children's Traffic Club

Do you remember the newspaper headlines
from that terrible crash in 1992?
25 Scottish Children Killed in
Street Crossing Disaster!

In fact no Scottish newspaper ever ran that
story, because these accidents were scattered in
ones and twos throughout the year. If 25 young
people were murdered on a single day the press
would be screaming for an end to the carnage yet road accidents are probably simpler to
prevent than homicides.
Scotland has a surprisingly poor road safety
record for a country with relatively low levels
of car ownership. For example, per head of
population, 54 per cent more young pedestrians
are killed or seriously injured in Scotland than
in England and Wales.
That's not to say that anyone in the UK should
be complacent about road safety. The UK
fatality rate for young pedestrians is 31 per cent
higher than the EC average, and a recent
European comparison showed only the former
Yugoslavia to have a worse road accident record
for 10-14 year olds.
In 1992 the official estimate for the total cost
of grief, suffering, lost output, medical costs
etc. from road accidents in Scotland was in the
order of £978m. So, even under a market force
economy, it should be cost effective to make a
big effort to cut this toll of death and suffering.
But before considering the solutions, let's
redefine the problem.

The official viewpoint
The Government recognises that road safety is
a problem. In 1987 Ministers set a target of
reducing road casualty figures by one third
before the year 2000, starting from the 1981-85
average. This means a target of saving 200
child deaths and almost 4,000 serious injuries
each year. By 1992, the overall casualty figures
had only dropped by 11 per cent, although a
reduction to date of 37 per cent has been achieved
in fatal and serious injuries.
Nobody seems to know why Scottish road
accident figures are so high - the Scottish Office
is about to commission a research project to
make a closer comparison with other parts of
the UK and try to uncover the factors responsible
for this difference.
Much of the road safety education work in
Scotland is carried out by the police forces,
although local authority planners and highway

engineers, teachers, health education workers
and independent bodies such as the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA)
are also involved. In 1985, during European
Road Safety Year, a forum was established to
bring all these people together, under the aegis
of the Scottish Road Safety Campaign (SRSC),
funded by the Scottish Office. The Campaign
spends about £750,000 per year on radio and
TV advertising, educational and publicity
material, campaigns and publicity events, such
as stalls at the Scottish Motor Show and the
Highland Show.
The first part of a review of the work of the
Campaign has just been completed. It is believed
that amongst other recommendations, it backs
the idea of a free children's traffic club for
Scotland. Such clubs in Scandinavia have
helped to cut child casualty rates significantly,
and it is claimed that the use of such materials
will help to develop a road safety culture as
children grow up. The annual cost of a free
national scheme would be recovered if it saved
only one child casualty every two years, or five
serious injuries per year. The Club consists of
a series of books sent out to children aged three
to five at six-monthly intervals. Responsibility
is shifted on to the parents, who read the books
with their children and then put them into
practice when out in the street. Lothian is
already planning to give out free traffic club
packs to three-year olds throughout the region

while Strathclyde is piloting a traffic club in the
Lanarkshire area.
Children's traffic clubs address only one side
of the problem, that of teaching young people
about the dangers of roads and reinforcing
patterns of safe behaviour. They may be far
better than the Tufty Clubs and Green Cross
Codes of yesteryear, but they still work by a
mixture of scare tactics and pleading, while not
really addressing the issue of why roads are so
dangerous.

New agenda
Environmental and transport organisations are
currently promoting a new agenda for road
safety, breaking away from the emphasis on
accident statistics. Instead, they take a wider
view, seeking improved freedom of movement
for non-car users, which entails some restriction
on car use in cities. This view is not just held
by the 'beard and sandals brigade' - the then
president of Volvo commented in 1989 that
private cars should be banned from city centres
to curb air pollution and traffic congestion.
This new agenda was discussed at a recent
conference in Leeds, attended by delegates
from all over the UK, including a good
representation of road safety professionals from
Scotland, who were tempted to the event by the
following rallying call.
"What we call road safety has an implicit and
threatening agenda ... The reality is that the
Scottish Child February/March 1994 9

road safety lobby accepts that it would be a
nuisance for motorists to have to scrape children
off their bumpers, therefore it is the children
who are restricted. They are taught how to keep
out of the way of the traffic. ... The law is, of
course, on the side of the car. Road safety
workers are complicit in this, and, unless they
change their attitudes dramatically, are enemies
of children's healthy development."
(Rob Wheway, The Guardian 1218192)
Various parts of the new agenda were
developed in Leeds. Bob Davies, a leading road
safety campaigner, described how road
'accident' figures are not a true measure of
'safety'. Reductions in fatality rates are more
likely to be due to superior medical treatment
that can prevent casualties from dying, and
because people take more care as they perceive
the roads to be more congested. He suggests
that danger levels are the real problem - a 'safe'
road can be one which is seen as too dangerous
to cross, forcing people to take care.
Andrew May, chair of Bristol City Planning
Committee, illustrated how a more sustainable
transport policy can be adopted in a historic city
centre. Traffic calming measures use a variety
of barriers, humps and extended pavements to
slow traffic right down to speeds below 20mph
in residential areas, thus starting to reclaim the
streets for children to play in. Because it is the
layout of the street that dictates this speed
reduction, rather than just a road sign that can
easily be ignored, these calming schemes have
a dramatic effect on casualty figures, which
have declined by 80 per cent in some places.
Although far behind some other European
countries, traffic calming is starting in some
Scottish cities. In England, road humps are now
being tried out on trunk roads, another step
down the route to an overall clamp-down on
speed, alongside publicity campaigns which
will help to make speeding as socially
unacceptable as drunken driving.
Look back at street photographs from the
1960s and you'll see a vanished world. Children
used to be able to play safely on our pavements
and streets. A further development from traffic
calming is the creation of Play Streets, to hand
back this space. Katy Green described her work
in Leicester, stressing how important it is to
consult the public before, during and after
carrying out this work - not just by publishing
plans and holding public meetings, but by going
out on the streets and talking to people about
what they think should be done. While designing
their Street Play Project they communicated
with children, by holding an outdoor exhibition
of the plans, designed to withstand wind and
rain, and with panels at both child and adult
height. It was set up outside the school, just

TRAFFIC FACTS
There are 400 million cars on the roads burning
almost 50% of world's fossil fuels, taking up
one third of urban landscape for roads, parking
,driveways, etc. They contribute 40% of world's
nitric acid and volatile organic compounds
(which create smog) and are responsible for
70% of world's man-made carbon monoxide.
Motor vehicles account for more of the world's
air pollution than any other human activity.
"Cars are the enemy" says Canadian Federal
Environment Minister Lucien Bouchard - each
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next to the three streets that were going to be
converted. Further ideas were gathered through
meetings and door-to-door surveys, and this
information was translated into wooden models
of the three streets, personalised with photos of
the actual houses, which were shown to children
at a local play centre. These measures helped to
allow local people to decide what should be
built in the play street, and also prevented some
of the resistance to these radical changes. Such
methods of direct consultation are becoming
more common in local government. The good
news is that they treat children as important
contributors, rather than simply losing them in
an appendix to a report.
Current Department of Transport estimates
are for traffic to rise again between 70 and 120
per cent between 1990 and 2025. If this rise
does take place without a significant restriction
on the volume and speed of traffic in city
centres, the result will be catastrophic for our
quality of life. Already the air pollution levels
in city centres are causing concern. In Italian
cities, the daily newspapers report levels of air
pollution alongside the weather forecasts. An
umbrella will stop you getting soaked, but what
will protect you from high nitrogen dioxide
levels?
Current safety policy is limited to making
roads safer by scaring pedestrians, and making
cars so safe for their occupants that "the Vauxhall
Valhalla is one of the safest cars you'll bump
into" (unless you're under its wheels),
In thirty years, the motor car has achieved a
dominant position in our culture. Children
cannot play in the streets, the pedestrian is
fenced in behind crash barriers, and high street
shopping dwindles as peripheral hypermarkets
attract more and more car bound customers.
Spending on road construction will increase by
five per cent in Scotland next year, while public
transport is starved of cash and the local
authorities who should be implementing traffic
calming measures are squeezed tighter and
tighter in the run up to local government reorganisation.
There are some positive signs. Central
Regional Council have totally altered the balance
of transport spending, slashing road spending
from 90 per cent to 33 per cent of the transport
capital budget and spending more on traffic
calming, public transport and pedestrian and
cycle schemes.
Town centres throughout Scotland are being
pedestrianised, and many District and Regional
Councils are planning cycle and walking routes.
Strathclyde is undertaking some very good
speed control measures in residential streets
and giving strong support for public transport,
but it retains its grandiose urban motorway

building programme (see In Brief this issue).
Lothian Region has been hesitating for years
about traffic control in the city centre and new
public transport systems, but it leads the way in
cycle schemes and has just decided to combat
appalling accident figures in particular areas by
setting a 20 mph speed limit.
The Scottish Office lags behind its English
counterpart in many aspects of car control, and
still seems excessively keen on road building.
It has taken many years for the Scottish Office
to allow local councils to install road humps in
side streets. One final irony - the new Scottish
Office in Leith will be in a magnificent,
'environment friendly' building with all sorts
of energy saving devices. All this green
enthusiasm will be totally wasted if they also go
ahead with the planned hectare of car parking
spaces, thus encouraging civil servants to drive
to work rather than use healthier and more
environmentally friendly forms of transport.
How can we reclaim the streets and regain for
children the right to a safe and accessible
environment for their independent travel? Motor
cars may be here to stay, but the urban driver
will have to accept far more stringent restrictions
to speed and access, both from redesigned
streets and from technical controls such as
speed governors and pollution meters fitted to
each car. This solution will become more and
more acceptable as congestion slows traffic
speeds and morning and evening rush hours
meet in the middle of the day. Once all motorised
traffic has been slowed down to walking speeds,
it will make increasing sense to find other ways
to allocate road space.
•

year 300 million litres of motor oil "vanishes"
into the environment in Canada (that's eight
times of the Exon Valdez oil spill) University of
California at Davis scientists estimate that the
use of petrol and diesel fuel in the United States
may cause 30,000 premature deaths annually,
especially among those suffering respiratory
ailments
A six lane highway can carry 85,000 cars or
120,000 people, and with junctions, approach
roads, hard shoulders every mile of motorway
takes up nearly 25 acres. A double track railway
can easily move 200,000 people a day, on less
than 1/6 the land.
The model American male devotes more
than 1600 hours a year to his car, sitting in it

while moving and idling, parking it and
searching for it, working to pay for fuel, tolls,
insurance, taxes and parking tickets. He spends
four of his sixteen waking hours on the road or
gathering resources for it not including time
spent in hospital, traffic court, garages, watching
car commercials, etc. He puts in 1600 hours to
travel 7500 miles- less than 5 mph. Walking is
the same, and in poorer countries only takes 38% of time budget.
Eighteen bikes can park in the space of one
car, 30 can move along in the space of a single
auto. It takes three lanes of a given size to move
40,000 people across a bridge in one hour using
automated trains, four by bus, twelve by car,
and two by bike.

As adults are glutted by mobility,
Children wanting to play on their own
doorsteps
Are hemmed in by parental fears,
Or else fatally immobilised.
The heart of the community, the street
Is daily rent apart Conversation numbed
By a nervy descant of toxic shock.
Streets, once the open forum of daily life,
Are now the open sewers of the car cult."
(from Autogeddon , by Heathcote Williams)

Traffic will be one of the topics covered in
A Breath of Fresh Air, the Scottish Child
environment conference in June. See centre
pages.

Manchester 1964 (Shirley B

Making roads safer by scaring pedestrians,
and making cars so safe for their occupants
that "the Vauxhall Valhalla is one of the
safest cars you'll bump into" (unless you're
under its wheels).

Air pollution is a major contributor to disease,
especially among children. The 1988 World
Health Organization report says that "there is
substantial evidence implicating exposure to
high levels of outdoor pollution in the genesis
of chronic airways diseases" which include
chronic bronchitus, pulmonary emphysema,
asthma, and chronic obstructive pulmonary
diseases. Particular care is required to avoid
exposure of young children to high levels of
pollution.
Thanks to Tooker Gomberg on Greennet for
most of the above information.
460 people were killed and 23,700 injured on
Scottish roads in 1992.

Over 400,000 people have been killed and 16
million injured in UK 'road traffic accidents'
since 1926
Road accidents are the main cause of
accidental death for schoolchildren, roughly
one child in fifteen can be expected to be injured
in a road accident before his or her sixteenth
birthday.
The UK fatality rate for child pedestrians is
31 per cent above the EC average.
Half of all male deaths in the 15-19 age group
are from motor vehicle accidents.

In 1971, 80 per cent of seven and eight year
old children were allowed to go to school without
adult supervision. By 1990, this figure fell to 9
per cent. Traffic danger has severely restricted
the independent mobility of children.
Furthermore, the increasing amount of time
that parents spend transporting their children
by car makes a significant contribution to traffic
congestion. Mayer Hillman, John Adams and
John Whitelegg (One False Move ..., Policy
Studies Institute 1990)
Excessive speed was a contributory factor in
22-33 per cent of road accidents (TRL) This
translates into approx. 6500 accidents involving
8000 casualties in Scotland in one year.
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DON'T
HIT

KIDS
In the following pages
George Chalmers and Joe
McGrath lead off on our
Don't Hit Kids campaign.

uns. A strange breed. Granted
my experience of them is
subjectively limited. But oh,
so vivid. Only in later life,
within the armour of
adulthood, can aspects of
behaviour be examined,
behaviour that, if displayed by 'ordinary'
mortals, would merit lengthy sessions with any
available therapist. Passing these merciless
sisters on the street still causes a twinge of fear.
Apprehension for all my as yet undiscovered
sins. Sins, gingerly dabbled in until a crosssection of sisterhood rendered them so
irresistible I embraced venality like some longlost saviour.
Naturally, almost, there was one who seemed
to embody all that was evil in Christian
education. Sister Mary Rose. The Black Blur.
You only saw the ruler on its way back from
your hand. Heat-seeking chalk zeroed in on any
target when she couldn't pick out the real
culprit. 'Acceptable losses' in terms of war. I
recall being a casualty in the catholic jehad of
catechism. Fierce campaigns were fought daily,
(twice daily during Easter week, body-count
doubling).
For infants, everyone aged ten or over is big.
This person (I never thought of her as a woman)
was big. A colossus among nuns. Tall, rangy,
fast; always moving at speed. Glimpses of those
billowing black robes plummeting giddily down
the winding staircases etched in my mind. Or
being caught in a hot slipstream as she bounded
upwards to a destination that couldn't wait and
which would certainly mourn the arrival.
Hammer Horror scenes where Dracula glided
effortlessly up majestic papier mache staircases
towards an unsuspecting jugular - those are the
images of this nun in flight. A description?
Well, determinedly ugly, that's as accurate as
any adjectival effort I could muster. Flaky grey
skin, persistent acne, eyes black as beads and
much too close together; long angular nose
pointing the way to a slash of mouth housing
teeth like a burnt-out fuse-box. Long, bony
bluish-white, plaster-cold hands, making
invisible the silver ring that manacled her to her
faith.

N
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Her first commandment was Silence.
Teaching was a distant second. Learning was
way down the curriculum. If you were clean,
tidy and kept elbows off desks then that was the
stamp of a good pupil. Never ask questions.
And never, never ask to go to the toilet. Only
once did I ask. "Toilet! -- Toilet!" She fixed me
with a simian gaze. "Don't you have a toilet at
home?" Squirming with embarrassment for
being so mortal increased that hot tingle as a
bladder prepares to burst. The corridor clock
held fast at 2.17 pm.
Trillions of chalk motes froze expectantly.
Searchlights of sun lasered in through holes in
heavy green window blinds. Blinds for ever
pulled down against natural illumination. "Never
mind looking at the clock m'lad, answer my
question!" She took a menacing step forward.
"Don't you have a toilet at home?" Chalk dust
haloed an idiot dance all around her.
"Oor toilet's on the landing, Sister." I
answered. Giggles escaped from various corners
of the room. Pat, my pal, looked round and,
hidden by his upheld catechism, gave me a Vsign. Repressed laughter must find an avenue of
release. Mine shot from my nose on a wave of
mucus. I wiped my nose on the rough greyness
of a Co-op jumper.
Cistercian monks in distant monasteries tiptoed to confess their rowdiness. "Face the front,
all of you." The class turned as one; arms
instantly folded, heads bowed as if in prayer,
though none was offered to Gentle Jesus for me.
"Fetch the belt Chalmers."
Without realising, I walked half-way towards
the cupboard. Hypnotised by her calm
reasonableness until the worm of fate ate into
my sense of direction. I wavered. Stopped.
Looked around at the classroom, as if for the
last time. Shame trailed behind me in a hot
yellow wake that offered no relief. Wading
against a tide of fear! reached the cupboard. On
the double doors, stencilled in black lettering
stood the warning 'Religious Instruction'. Inside
lay the trappings of catholicism. Hymn books
and catechisms on lower shelves within easy
reach of pupils from the 'best row' who vied to
hand them out. Higher shelves held numerous
tracts and pamphlets on famous and obscure

Searc
martyrs, ranked in order of suffering - a sort of
holy Top Hundred. No-one had ever heard the
Number One whose death was no doubt too
horrific for infant ears. On the back of the door
marked 'Instruction' hung the leather goods,
one labelled 'Girls, the other 'Boys'.
here were rumours that she
steeped these implements in a
solution of vinegar and holy
water. Who am I to disagree?
In infant hands this sticklike
tawse looked way out of
proportion. Eighteen inches
long, two inches wide and three-sixteenths of
an inch thick. I know because she had taken
great pleasure in introducing these dimensions
to us innocents on our first day. Fear being the
key to control. But the leather strap was selfcontrolled; it stood erect when held, like a

T

hing for Australia
blessed vibrator (battery included). One side
was smooth and polished like an altar handrail,
the other was matt-roughened and dull like fleagrazed ratskin.
Her index finger magnetized me, drew me
forward. My right shoe squelched on a warm,
sticky sock. Like fluff sucked into a navel I
arrived at her stained rancid habit. Gently the
belt slipped from my hand. With her back to the
window, as with all gun-slingers, her face could
only be made out with difficulty. Back-lit by
strong chutes of light, head and shoulders flaked
by a snowfall of chalk, she looked serene. There
was a mystic justification to her actions. Crossing
one palm over, I raised my arms in offering.
Chalk dust exploded with the first downward
slash; second and third strokes only propelled
these particles further afield. Their whirling
confusion matched waves of searing
disorientation that shot straight from my hand
to my eyes.

Doubled over in pain I held my right hand in
the protective fold of my waist. Unashamed
tears splashed onto the polished floor. There, in
the warped junction of ancient floorboards lay
the grime infected hopes of countless children:
dead skin impregnated with all the hopes and
dreams of youth fell into oaken crevices, left
untended except for natural erosion and decay.
"Up", she said, "Other hand."
Without thought I obeyed. I recrossed my
anns. Nothing was clear through the watery
mist. Blood roared in my ears. Cold, clean,
clinical. Leather whipped down on baby skin
turning pink to livid scarlet. A surgical strike.
The long weaving retreat to my desk
resembled a drunken sailor's return to ship. I
ran the gauntlet of sober young eyes and their
unspoken questions. "Is it really sore?" or
"How will you write your tables now?"
Pat, my ex-pal, didn't look up as I passed. At
the haven of my sturdy desk I laid my brow on

the cool oak and sniffed silently. Gradually I
felt conscious enough to lay the burning flesh of
hands, wrists and arms gently down on the
soothing smoothness of the aged timber. If
anything the pain grew worse. Hot sheets of
pain moved up and down and over my arms in
an unknown agony. In minutes, seconds perhaps,
the torment eased. allowing me to place my
head in the crook of my arm. I stayed in that
position while the process of education burred
in the background. Slowly the strong oak drew
the pain and heat from me, took it into itself,
spreading through the flower of the grain, then
down, deeper down its pale uprights to disappear
among the screwed-down roots, to join those
shattered dreams shed by others. Across from
my desk, pinned to the wall was a huge atlas.
Empire pink dominated the world. Searching
for Australia it seemed safely distant. I decided
to swim there. Once my arms were better.

George Chalmers

•
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DON'T

HIT
KIDS
Having the Courage
of Our Convictions
DON'T HIT KIDS? Who says so? It's not a
crime; it's not illegal; it's not one of the ten
commandments; it's not even a 'sin'. It is left
entirely to us, in this delicately balanced
'civilised' society we live in, to make our own
interpretation of what in this area of behaviour
is right and what is wrong.
At the recent Scottish Child conference held
in the Pearce Institute at Govan I was very
firmly in the "Don't Hit Kids" majority. As the
day progressed, however, with most, if not
everyone still firmly of the opinion that you
shouldn't hit kids, the debate turned as I suppose
it was bound to, to the issues of child discipline,
reward and punishment. And then it almost
foundered, because people seemed to feel that
the business of bringing up a child inevitably
meant that hitting was and would always be, the
only way to deal with problems in certain
circumstances. One example, much quoted, was
for instance, of a parent smacking or, note the
euphemism, 'tapping' a child who is interfering
with a dangerous appliance like a fire. That
seemed to lots of people to be right in principle.
Others did ask the question as to whether, using
Penelope Leach's own distinction between
discipline and punishment, this kind of
reprimand was discipline or punishment? By
the end of the day, the 'Don't Hit Kids' faction
was still in the majority but by now with the
dilemma of lots of grey areas, which proved to
be too difficult to separate into black and white.
Hitting kids for any reason - I'm not talking
about the headline-grabbing stuff of major abuse
and injury - but for 'discipline', for routine
14 Scottish Child February March 1994

punishment; in anger if the child is behaving
like a child at the bus-stop; in frustration when
the child fiddles about at the check-out counter
and all the other places you see it or hear it
threatened - is still legal and therefore left to
parents' own discretion. There are two main
reasons I believe why hitting kids is still treated
as acceptable, or tolerated. The first is that most
people think that the smacks or 'taps' they had
as children 'never did them any harm' and
never really hurt them - though they also fail to
recall whether those smacks did them any good
either. The second is possibly more problematic:
how does one go about dealing with the situation
of an adult smacking a child in a public place?
We've all seen it at some time or other and we
leave it alone mostly because it's still acceptable
- because 'it's still legal'. The law is on the side
of the parent. So people are stuck with a mixed
sense of both wanting to intervene, some of
them at least, but holding back because they
know that the law is on the side of the parent.
Those were some of the unresolved questions
people left the conference with - myself
included.
But, although many of those attending may
have gone away feeling they 'didn't get the
answers they were looking for', in some ways
they did - loud and clear. Violence, and let's not
mince words, violence is what we were there to
talk about, is unacceptable in a civilised society,
even one which disregards its own laws or fails
to make laws to protect its weakest members.
I know violence is unacceptable - as a victim
and as a perpetrator. I had a very early grounding

in the subject, was then schooled in violence,
attended the college of violence as a young
offender and eventually passed out of the
university of violence at Peterhead Prison, with
honours. I got where I am today from those
earliest experiences of violence - a long, long
time in prison, a large chunk of my life in fact.
Violence is at the centre of many of our
institutions: the prison system and the
institution of the family (and they have quite
a bit in common). I'm not talking simply now
about overt physical violence but about the
ever-present psychological threat and the fear
of punishment. In a word, overweening,
unaccountable authority. Only institutions
wield this kind of authority and power, only
institutions have the law on their side against
the powerless small child, the defenceless
prisoner - both without rights or with very few
that they can exercise.
That fear of the threat of unaccountable
authority began for me in the home and from it
grew the anger and resentment at authority
which has coloured my adult life.
Somehow therefore, we do have to get to a
point where we can agree that all violence is
unacceptable, not just some kinds of violence.
That means violence against children will have
to stop. We can use the law to hasten that
process but what we need as well is a more
honest acknowledgement of what we are
perpetuating when we allow ourselves to hit
kids or to watch kids being hit, no matter what
the circumstances.

Joe McGrath

•

F
o-one would dispute the
fundamental importance of
children's play. It allows children
to
grow creatively and
intellectually. It encourages them
to develop social skills. It helps their fine coordination. Why, then, does it have such a low
priority in our society?
According to Stewart Douglas of the
Association for Fair Play for Children in
Scotland, children's play is a 'homeless body',
scattered across quangos and voluntary
organisations throughout Scotland, running
around the kailyard like some kind of headless
chicken. District councils, he says, have some
responsibility through their libraries, leisure
departments and the like. Regional councils
also have some responsibility through Social
Work and Education. And the Scottish Office
itself provides funding for a number of play
agencies. But there is no-one with overall
responsibility for co-ordinating play in Scotland
-the buck doesn't stop anywhere.
'There needs to be a shift in public opinion
about the importance of play,' says Stewart.
'There's an intolerance in our society towards
children.'
Though many people will remember Playday
from last year as a day on which a variety of
organisations ran play events in their local
areas, Stewart Douglas sees it also as a day-ofaction, a way of bringing public attention to the
importance of play.
'The government has got to take cognisance
of the fact that play is important.' he says,
quoting research carried out in the early-to-mid
80s which showed that while the 'average'
nine-year-old spends around 15 per cent of her
time in school, as much as 35 per cent is
available for play.
'I would suggest that the amount of time
spent in school has decreased since then,' says
Stewart.
A large part of the problem is that parents are
no longer keen to let their children out to play,
partly because of the increase in the number of
cars on the roads and partly though fear of
abduction. 'The space children have to develop
play is diminishing rapidly. You rarely see
children playing in the street any more. Kids are
being pushed back into the home.
'One of the ways of addressing this is through
play provision. Every child should have access
to good quality supervised play opportunities,
to play facilities, adventure playgrounds, play
centres, play buses...'
In the ideal world 'there would be a Minister
in Scotland responsible for children - or even
better for play. I'd also like to see every local

N

and Games
Play Day 1994 is on August 11th this year. John Hunter's
been talking to Stewart Douglas about it.
authority having someone responsible at a fairly
senior level for children's play. Maybe we'll be
aided by local government reorganisation...'
In fact it was local government reorganisation
somewhere else that gave Playday its original
impetus. It all began in 1987 in four boroughs in
North London just before the abolition of the
Inner London Education Authority. Mike
Conway, a play leader in Hackney, was one of
the original organisers. 'We were very worried
about what would happen to play after the
abolition of the ILEA,' he says, 'but instead of
having some kind of protest we decided to have
a one-day focus in celebration of play and try to
attract media attention.' The result: Playday.
The idea gradually spread and last year Playday
arrived in Scotland properly. It was covered by
most national newspapers as well as Scottish
Television.
'We think it has become successful because
we didn't put any kind of framework on it,' says

Mike Conway. People could just organise
whatever play events they wanted to as long as
they were on the relevant day. This principle
still applies.
Playday 1994 is being co-ordinated north of
the border by the Association for Fair Play. It
happens on Wednesday 10th August and this
year will take the environment as its theme.
Events have still to be fmalised but already
Glasgow, Kilmarnock, Stirling, Edinburgh and
Cunninghame have shown interest.
'It doesn't have to be a big affair,' says
Stewart Douglas. 'It can be just two or three
kids in the back garden. Lots of groups will be
doing things on that day anyway. We'd like
them all to come under the Playday banner.'

For further information contact the Association
for Fair Play for Children in Scotland on: 041425 1140.
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Art in Action
Hollybrook School and
Glasgow's Street Level
photographic gallery have
joined forces in an
experimental animation
project. The results are
pretty colourful as Stephen
Naysmith found out.

ripping wet and cold, on a
typical Glasgow winter's day,
it was a real treat for me to step
into the art room where Gillian
Steele of Street Level has been
working with a class of pupils
aged between 12 and 14.
As part of an outreach project from the
gallery, supported by Strathclyde Region,
Gillian has been working with art teacher
Libby Roberts to help the class tackle an
ambitious project. The aim is to produce an
animated film, although Gillian has avoided
that term:
"They were told they were going to be
making things move, inventing characters and
bringing them to life. I didn't want to use the
word animation in case it gave them a false
impression, and made them think they were
going to produce Aladdin. Hopefully at the end
of the day we'll have this result and they'll just
be astonished."
Over several sessions, the class have
developed their ideas after an initial meeting in
which Gillian demonstrated the basic technique
with flip books (pads with a succession of
pictures which give the impression of
movement if the pages are flipped rapidly).
"They went on to do their own flip books and
then! video-taped the pages of the books frame
by frame to turn them into a little story."
From here the kids took over, expanding on
the basic plot to produce an elaborate tale
concerning a potion which makes plants sprout
in seconds, dogs change into ravening wolves,
and which eventually comes to the aid of the
Rangers goalkeeper. A central character, the
goalie suffers because his hands are too small,
until the potion transforms them into giant
unbeatable mitts!
The school is a special school catering for
children with moderate learning difficulties,
and Street Level initially had difficulty
persuading headteacher Maureen McGeever

D
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At the end of the day we'll have this result and
they'll just be astonished.

CD
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and art teacher Libby Roberts to let them do it
'their way'. Gillian argued her case, however: "I
went and spoke to Libby and Maureen and they
were quite keen to choose people who were good
at art. I tried to discourage that because I wanted
a group of people who hadn't been told: 'You're
really good at that.'
"It is better if they think 'I'm just here to have
a go, muck around a bit' and something comes
out of it. It can be very limiting if they're
thinking 'I'm here to do what I've been told!
have been good at." The children selected were
those the school thought most likely to benefit
from the style of work, and the results prove that
teachers don't always know who the budding
artists are among their pupils.
A lot of the children have quite a short attention
span, and concern was expressed to Gillian
about how the class would cope with three hour
sessions, twice as long as normal periods. "They
keep saying that and! understand that they know
the kids better than! do. However! take the view
that to assume more of people is better than
assuming too little. There are certainly phases
where people get fed up and disappear off. To me
it doesn't matter if they do that and what tends to
happen is that they then later return, having
become interested in what someone else is doing.
"One boy in particular gets quite aggressive
but he is one of the ones who now says he doesn't
want to go and play at the break, but would rather
continue working!"
I saw evidence of such involvement while I
was visiting the class. One of the boys in the
group seemed to have lost interest and was
apparently just fooling around with beads and
pipe-cleaners. He remained turned away from
the table for some time, but when he returned he
presented Libby with a stylised scorpion
fashioned from those materials. It was
impressive, but the interest taken by the rest of
the group was dramatic. Comments rained in as
his classmates gathered round: "That's dead
good - you could make a ladybird like that".
18
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"That could be in the story."
One of the ways in which Gillian tackles the
issue of attention span is to keep the activities
always changing. The first week the group
looked at flip books and made their own. At the
next meeting they saw the rudimentary animated
film produced from their books and got an idea
of the principle. After that they painted the
backdrop for their film and thought about the
story and a week later they moved on to
producing models of the characters they had
drawn. When Scottish Child visited recently
they had moved ahead to filming the final
version.
Even this process is kept on the move so that
attention is maintained. "I have been getting
three kids in at a time, two in front of the
camera changing the shot and one to operate it.
They are all changed around every ten minutes
as it is a very intensive process - I get bored of
it pretty quickly myself."
The final stage will be to get the group to
tackle pixellation. This is an animation
technique where living people are animated,
by posing them and filming them frame by
frame rather than filming their actions direct.
The effect, according to Gillian, should
resemble the jerky style of an old Charlie
Chaplin movie.
The eventual product will weave together
all the scenes filmed - the original flick books,
animated puppets and pixellated scenes with
the children wearing masks they have made.
However, Gillian points out that the result is
not the be all and end all: "Funding bodies

particularly want an end product, but that is
easy to do because there are always lots of
tangible end products. For me the product is
what the kids get out of it. I feel very strongly
that it is not necessarily for any absolute end. I
am more interested in what they are doing in the
process.
"One of the greatest things for me, for
example, was the look on their faces once they
created these little creatures. One boy had made
a fox and I was explaining to him about the
muscles and the way their legs bend, and
everything. I saw him later just looking at that
model, not doing anything else, just wrapped up
in what he had made."
So at this stage the partnership seems to be a
success, with the school also noticing the
benefits. One of the most impressive aspects of
the way the class works is the co-operation and
the fact that the pupils are all working on the
same project, very much together. This is shown
in our photos, and was obvious while I was
there. Once a child had learned how to operate
the film camera they were passing their
knowledge on to the others, and when a
particularly shy boy refused to take part in the
filming it was one of his classmates who was
sent to persuade him.
Art teacher Libby Roberts says it is Gillian
who has got them working that way: "She
managed to focus on each individual and get
them to use their own ability, and we've
deliberately taken the kids we thought would
benefit from working like that. She's really got
them working together."
•

I saw him later, looking at that model... just
wrapped up in what he had made.
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1994 Prisons Conference

UNDOING TIME

Monday 25th April 1994
Woodside Halls, Glasgow.
Main Speaker: Eddie Frizzell, Chief Executive of the Scottish Prison Service

Education; Art; Aftercare; Rights and Responsibilities;
Dissent and Disagreement; The Young Offender.
Conference Chairman: Joe McGrath, Member of Scottish Child editorial
group and prisoner at HMP Noranside
Workshops:

This conference offers an unparalleled opportunity to debate the future of the Scottish Prison
Service with prison staff, prisoners, prisoners' families and other interested individuals.

Fees:

(all VAT inclusive)

Full rate:
Scottish Child subscriber rate:
Concessions:

£65.80
£58.75
£15 - available only to prisoners, people on income

support, students, senior citizens.
For booking details see over page.

Reviewing the Past and Future Possibilities
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Scottish Child Glasgow
Workshops
Dates: Wednesday 9th March and Thursday 17th March.
Venue: Maryhill Community Education Centre, Avenuepark Street, Glasgow.
Time: from 10.15 am -3.30 pm
Cost: £39.95 (inc. VAT), cost Includes tea/coffee and lunch.

These two workshops will develop the work of Scottish Child's autumn
conference Don't Hit Kids. The theme will be expanded to look at child
punishment more generally. Each workshop will build on participants' own
experience and knowledge. The workshops will be of interest to all those
living or working with children and teenagers.
The workshops will be led by Rosemary Milne, editor of Scottish Child.
Rosemary Milne has many years of experience in running
workshops, conferences and training events.

Ninqpr

Places will be limited to 12 people per workshop.
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Calendar of Future Events
MAY JUNE OCTOBER NOVEMBER -

DON'T HIT KIDS 3: Workshops in Stirling and Glasgow.
A BREATH OF FRESH AIR: Children and the Environment, national
conference
A BREATH OF FRESH AIR 2: Workshops on children and the
environment, Glasgow and Edinburgh.
THE IMAGE OF THE CHILD: Children in the media.
A two-day autumn conference.

Please complete the form below to reserve your place at these important events or for futher information

BOOKING FORM
I would like to book for the following event(s):
UNDOING TIME:
Please reserve
places for Undoing Time at the
Woodside Halls, Glasgow, April 25th 1994
I enclose a cheque/p.o. to the value of £
(delete as appropriate).

/ Please invoice my organisation

DON'T HIT KIDS 2:
Please reserve
places on the workshop in Glasgow dated
Weds. March 9th/Thurs. March 17th (delete as appropriate).
I enclose a cheque/p.o. to the value of £
(delete as appropriate)

/ Please invoice my organisation

Tick the boxes below if you would like additional information on any of the workshops/conferences.
Name

DON'T HIT KIDS 3

El

A BREATH OF FRESH AIR ri
A BREATH OF FRESH AIR 2
THE IMAGE OF THE CHILD

Organisation
Address

El
El
Postcode

Phone

Return to: Maryhill Community Education Centre, 35 AvenuePark Street, Glasgow G20 OTS
Telephone: 031-220-6502

041-946-0009
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SUDSCRIDE!
Scottish Child needs qou!
Unpredictable, frank, funny, and often controversial, Scottish Child
is full of useful information! Against unbelievable odds the Scottish
Child Co-op is celebrating five years of bringing out Scotland's
liveliest magazine. Now, as ever, we rely entirely on our subscribers
to maintain our independence and to continue publishing. So, if you
enjoy the magazine join us and watch Scottish Child grow even
bigger and better!

ALISON LURIE
Not in front of the

GROWN-UPS

If you are a new subscriber joining us before April 1st 1994 (no
kidding, we will send you (while stocks last) a copy of Alison Lurie's
wonderful book, -Not in front of the Grown-Ups", a stimulating guide
to subversive children's books from Beatrix Potter to William Mayne.
There are several different ways to subscribe:
*BY DIRECT DEBIT
Fill out all sections of the form below and we will send you Scottish
Child for just £15 per year for individuals, £21 per year for organisations
and groups.

i ',di,. and st

lanng'

Ch

Literature

*BY ANNUALLY RENEWABLE SUBSCRIPTION
Just fill in the mailing details on the form below and enclose a cheque made payable to 'Scottish Child'.
Rates are just E15 for individuals and £21 for organisations and groups.

I want to become a friend ofScottish Child

Please t ickif applicable

K121C1,141;;

*BY BECOMING A FRIEND OF SCOTTISH CHILD
The highest level of support you can give Scottish child is by joining our supporting subscribers group.
Just fill the mailing details below and simply pledge a minimum of E50 per year by direct debit or by cheque.
We will then send you every issue of the magazine, all our forthcoming publications, and notification of
all Scottish Child events. Your name will also be listed at least once a year in the magazine. We cannot
overemphasise how much this extra support is needed and valued.
DIRECT DEBITING INSTRUCTION

MAILING DETAILS

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)
To (Name and Address of your bank/building society)

Your Name and Address
Postcode
I instruct you to pay direct debits from my account at the request of Scottish Child Ltd. The amounts
are variable and may be debited on various dates but Scottish Child Ltd may only change the amounts
and dates after giving me prior notice. I will inform the bank in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction
and I understand that if any direct debit is paid which breaks the instruction the bank/building society
will make a refund.

Date

Signed
Bank Account in the name of
Bank Account no. 1

I

Bank sort code

Banks may decline to accept instructions to charge direct debits to certain types of account other than
current accounts. Scottish Child Ltd. Reg in Scotland No.113283 Reg Office. 130 St Stephen Street
Edinburgh Scotland. Originators No. 907089.

Please return to Scottish Child, 130 St Stephen Street, Edinburgh EH3 5AD.
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Poverty
Politics
As we approach a new millenium the gulf
between the haves and the have-nots in our
society and many others is deepening.
The classless society is certainly far from
gone, and charities traditionally associated with
the third world are increasingly turning their
attention to the deprivation in marginalised
populations in the West.
One such is the Save the Children Fund, who
have become so concerned about child and
youth poverty in Scotland that they have set up
a Child Poverty Resource Unit here and recently
launched a Poverty Briefing pack.
Easterhouse community campaigner and
poverty politician Bob Holman was the keynote
speaker at a conference held to raise awareness
of poverty and draw attention to the vital efforts
of community groups. Arguing against the claim
that poverty is a necessary and unavoidable
evil, he proved his point with numerous
examples: "Since 1979 the richest 10% of the
population have gained £87 per week in tax
changes. The poorest 10% now pay £1 more per
week. Poverty is not an unavoidable accident, it
is the result of decisions taken by people.
"Britain is not short of resources when
government can afford to create an £80,000 a
year post for sacked health board chief Laurence
Peterkin. It may seem that way when community
groups get turned down for funding. But we
tolerate children in B&B hostels in a country
which boasts 85,000 millionaires."
Children are particularly badly affected by
poverty: A household with children is more
likely to fall below accepted standards of living
and children's health, education and family
situations can all be at risk: "Politicians who
say we cannot afford to abolish poverty are
saying we cannot afford to prevent children's ill
health, children being separated from their
parents and children dying prematurely."
Poverty is no accident, it serves government
purposes, as evidenced by Norman Lamont's
view that unemployment, a key determining
factor in poverty, is a 'price worth paying' for
the defeat of inflation. But as Holman asked:
who is it paid by? "It is a tax levied on the
poorest sections of the population for the benefit
of the privileged."
Another theme of the conference was tackling
the myths and scapegoating surrounding poverty.
People are blamed for their poverty, so that
society can avoid its responsibility. Hence we
get the stereotypes of men who refuse to work
and turn to drugs and crime or women who

insist on bringing up children without fathers.
Holman's message was initially bleak: "At
central level there is no hope until we have a
change of government. I feel pretty gloomy
about it. We don't know what's going to happen
at the next election, but at the last one electing
a Labour government wouldn't have made much
difference with the manifesto they stood on. We
need a more collective system where people are
rewarded not on the basis that they can make
money but simply because they are human
beings."
One purpose for the conference therefore
was to celebrate and share the work of
community groups and projects whose actions
directly improve peoples' circumstances. The
morning saw a marketplace of ideas, with various
community groups giving demonstrations of
their work in uniting to tackle local issues. Food
co-ops, home insulation schemes, credit unions
and many other initiatives were there to share
their experiences. Afternoon workshops tackled
specific issues such as children's health, women
and training and childcare.
These groups, according to Bob Holman are
the 'collective community.' "Our bodies possess
no royal patrons, no VIP's, no financial
security", he says "but our organisations are
democratic in a society which is becoming
increasingly less democratic."
Until such ideals are adopted, he believes,
little will change, but most people feel there is
nothing they can do because they never hear of
such alternatives: "These values are never aired
nationally because community groups have no
national voice.
"I'm arguing that if poverty is to be abolished
the sharing and joint action of community groups
must prevail. Poverty is made by people not
economics. If it is made by people it can be
abolished by people."
Stephen Naysmith

Sue Brighouse, Child Poverty Action Group
wants to hear from people living on income
support to help the group plan their activities
and to hear their stories. Anyone who wants to
share their experiences can write to Sue at the
Child Poverty Action Group, 1-5 Bath Street,
LONDON, EC1V 9PY.
The pack Poverty Briefing, the facts about child
and youth poverty in Scotland, is available for
£5i0 plus £1.00 p&p from the Child Poverty
Resource Unit, Block 1 Unit Cl, Templeton
Business Centre, Glasogw, G40 IDA.
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Rosemary Milne spoke to a social worker, whose
responsibilities include working with male sexual abusers,
about some of the problems encountered in this kind of work.

T

he main focus of my work with
sexual abusers is with men on
probation. Generally therefore,
I see men who have admitted
guilt - at some level at least - and
have indicated that they either
want or are willing to work on their problem. Of
course you do get men who are charged, go to
court and who afterwards say, `I said I was
guilty to spare the child having to come to court
but I didn't really do it.' If that happens it
creates a huge problem in taking them on for
probation. In the past we tried to work with
people like that but we've decided now that we
can't because we need to have some initial
acceptance that they did do something for which
they take responsibility.
There's often a lengthy time lag between the
commission of the offence or offences and the
time when we can begin to work with a man on
what he's done. Sometimes you can be talking
in years rather than months. You can imagine
the extra problems that can build in.
We don't only work with men on probation
though. We also take on men on parole, who've
served a sentence because of some kind of
abuse. These men may or may not have done
work on their behaviour while they were inside
but once they come out they may want to look
more at what they did. Obviously work like that
is often going on well after the offence. Many
other perpetrators will come on parole extremely
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resistent to working on their offending. Unlike
probation we can't take people back to court for
non-cooperation so if they are resistant, the
process can become intensely frustrating.
There is another group we get involved with
and that's men who have either been charged
and not yet gone to court or men we have
suspicions about but where there's not enough
evidence to justify a prosecution. In the case of
men who are awaiting trial there's always an
issue about stepping over the line in terms of the
man's right to a fair trial. It means that we

is that of reduced pleas. What this means is that
instead of, for example, bringing a guy on a
charge of rape, the prosecution brings a charge
of `lewd and libidinous behaviour'. The reason
for down-grading the plea may be because the
prosecution makes a judgement that they are
unlikely to get a conviction for rape, perhaps
because of the child's age or other aspects of the
evidence. But the other reason may be that the
man agrees to plead guilty to the lesser charge.
That means of course that the child will not be
called as a witness at all, court time will be

I think men who have abused once are
always at risk of doing it again.
generally limit what we do in a case like that to
a form of assessment for the child protection
agencies about how likely it is that the man will
work on his behaviour if he's found guilty.
Once someone receives a conviction, sentence
can be deferred for reports. This period, although
it's very short (usually only three weeks), gives
us a good chance to assess whether the offender
will prove amenable to work on his behaviour.
At this point, as you might imagine, he tends to
be at his most vulnerable. Later, once the threat
of imprisonment has receded, the barriers may
go back up.
As to how much can be achieved with men
who've abused children, I'd say there are several
factors we take into account in assessing how
far a man is maybe going to change. If there is
a woman in the picture, her attitude to what her
partner has done is usually fairly crucial. I can
think of two contrasting cases which illustrate
the problem. In the first case, the woman stood
by the guy but made it clear to him that she was
watching him and that she was suspicious. So,
she didn't collude with him at all, even though
she didn't walk off and leave him. We felt he
made really encouraging progress as a result of
this back-up from his wife. In the second case,
the woman also stood by her man but she
refused to believe her daughter's accusation.
We got nowhere with that case. Both the adults
were locked in denial.
I don't need to tell you how damaging that is
for the child. Possibly one of the hardest aspects
of this work are those occasions when a child
has dared to tell what has been going on but at
the end of the day no conviction is secured - i.e.
the child is effectively not believed.
I'd say another problem we meet quite
commonly, over and above the problems of
actually confronting the man with his behaviour,

saved and the whole machinery of the justice
system will grind faster.
Our anxiety about that has two main
components. The first is that it's inherently
unfair to the child if in fact rape has been
committed to let a man off with a lesser charge.
It's also potentially quite dangerous to other
children. And of course it presents serious
problems to a social worker trying to get the guy
to face up to his behaviour if he's put on
probation. I can think of many examples where
because the man has pled guilty to a lesser
charge, when he comes to work with us he will
begin by saying, 'that was my charge, this is
what I'm guilty of and that's all I'm prepared to
talk about.' End of story. So, again the situation
is the same - you can spend a lot of time at the
outset getting him to admit to something other
than what he was sentenced for.
This whole area of work is a bit like a
minefield. You expect the offender to discuss
his behaviour as a whole, but if he admits to
other offences, you have no option but to pass
this information on to the police. Of course the
irony of this is that further disclosures could
suggest that the offender is willing to look at his
behaviour in detail and may be motivated to
change.

I

n the team I'm part of we have used a
variety of ways of working with men.
We've run, very successfully, one small
group over a period of several weeks.
The group worked well because as luck,
or maybe one man's honesty, would have
it, when the initial meeting took place, the first
man to introduce himself said straight out why

to Change

he was there. He set the tone for the others to
follow, which to a large extent they did. That
meant that we could get right into some of the
real issues at a much earlier stage of the group's
existence than I think either I or my two
colleagues had anticipated. It was an extremely
demanding exercise for us all though. The three
workers found that although the group itself
only lasted about one and a half to two hours
every week, we needed the rest of the evening
to 'come out' of it.
We work one-to-one with offenders too and
we do family work. It's only about one-fifth of
my total workload but in terms of the demands
it makes on you as a person, it can feel much
more. It's essential to have good support in the
team as a whole and opportunities to off-load.
What has happened in our case is probably not
that much different from teams in other parts of
the country - social work colleagues begin to
come to you for guidance as they get to hear of
your growing expertise in this area of work.
I see abusive sexual behaviour as addictive.
I think men who have done it once are always at
risk of doing it again. In that sense I believe any

man who has abused a child remains a threat to
children and he has to know that for himself, or
he may be an active danger to the community
he's part of or he's released back into. I don't
actually ever believe the story some men bring
you of, 'it was one isolated incident'. When it
genuinely has happened only once there remains
the active possibility that from now on it could
happen again. We know - there is masses of
research evidence now that tells us this - that
men who abuse often spend long periods before
they act fantasising about what they will do,
building a picture of it up in their minds. We
know a lot too about the way men 'groom' their
victims for eventual abuse. It matters not a whit
whether the man is articulate or inarticulate the same kinds of practice go on.
You could say therefore that, even with those
men who are indicating a willingness to grapple
with their behaviour, we take from the outset
quite a reserved, even pessimistic, view about
the likelihood of change. I think this is the right
approach, the one that makes sure that the
protection of children always remains the
priority.

I am aware of the dangers of visiting some
kind of permanent vengeance on a man by
taking this very bleak view of the limits to
change. You can think of a situation where
maybe fifteen or twenty years after an offence
a man is going to have care of a child and is
nevertheless still categorised as a 'Schedule I
Offender' - that's legal shorthand for someone
convicted of an offence against a child - not just
sexual abuse. What is the right approach in such
a situation? The right approach, I believe, must
be to be alert to the potential threat to the child,
regardless of the man's right not to be thought
'guilty until proved innocent'.
The fact is that there is something inherently
different about such cases. If the welfare of
children is your main priority it's not enough to
punish or attempt to put right a wrong by
changing behaviour after the event - knowing
the past you must keep a watchful eye on both
the present and the future. The man must accept
that, just as he must accept responsibility for
what he did, without denial, without putting it
off on the child or on 'circumstances' or any of
the other reasons that can be given.
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UNIVERSITY OF
BRADFORD

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED
SOCIAL STUDIES SHORT
COURSE & CONFERENCE
PROGRAMME
"Violence, Gender and Social Work"
One day conference, 24th March 1994,
University of Bradford

"Equal Care for all Children:
Anti Racist Practice with Under 8's"
Dayschool, 15th April 1994,
University of Bradford

"Creative Communication
with Children: (Advanced)"
Three day course, 20th, 21st and 22nd April
1994, to be held at Northorpe Hall, Mirfield

"Learning to Manage Stress"
Dayschool, 11th May 1994,
University of Bradford

STREET LEVEL
PHOTOGRAPHY GALLERY & WORKSHOP
279-281 HIGH STREET, GLASGOW
Tel: 041 552 2151
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THE 4IDUCATIO

FEE-PAYING workshops OOMir: venous aspects of
photography frçirn Basic Black White te Fine PrInting
Techniqtlêsatêriiñáll year round.
Further details from Street Level on 041 552 2151
Street Level
Photography Gallery & Workshop
is subsidised

by Scottish Arts Council

and by Glasgow City Council

"Ritual Abuse"
Two day course, 24th & 25th May 1994, at
Northorpe Hall, Mirfield

"The Use of Art in Counselling"
Two day course, 28th & 29th June 1994,
University of Bradford

"Supporting Homeless
Women Survivors of Sexual Abuse"
One day course, 20th July 1994,
University of Bradford

sacro4(1,<>
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sex Offenders:
Options for Change

"Homelessness in the UK"
One day conference, 14th September 1994,
University of Bradford
We regularly run short courses and conferences on
issues around social work and social care for staff
working with children and adults, including social
workers, teachers, nursery workers, probation, and
health staff.
If you would like to receive regular mailings
which will include full details and booking formsfor
all our events, please contact us, quoting "ref:
Scottish Child":

Short Course Unit,
Centre for Continuing Education, University
of Bradford BD7 1DP, West Yorkshire,
Tel: 0274 383217/6, Fax 383218

Friday 25th March 1994
The Grosvenor Hotel
Edinburgh
Full price £65 Sacro members .£30
The aim of this conference is to stimulate debate on what can
be an emotive and thorny issue. Does there have to be a stark
polarisation of views between those who advocate lengthy
prison sentences for sex offenders and those who believe the
perpetrator can only be successfully treated in the community?

For details and booking form, please contact:
Bronwen Currie, SACRO, 31 Palmerston Place,
Edinburgh, EH12 SAP, Tel: 031-226 4222.

A Manager's View
Ian Borthwick urges earlier intervention with men accused
of abusing children.
t present only about 7% of men who
abuse children are picked up and
dealt with by the legal or court
process. This means that a
staggering 93% of abusers continue to live
unhampered in the community. We must assume
that, if they are unchecked in their behaviour,
many if not most of them don't stop what they
were doing - they merely find new victims. It's
time we were more active in our efforts to deal
with this group of men because unless we do so,
we cannot claim to be running systems which
really offer protection to children in the long
term.
A social worker's first priority, once a child
has revealed a situation of abuse, is always to
make sure the child is safe and that further
abuse is not going to go on. If the abuser is the
father or step-father, the child's mother will
probably also need help in coming to terms with
her conflicting feelings. Both the child victim
and the non-abusing parent have such important
requirements at this stage that it is
understandable why social workers tend to
concentrate their efforts on them, to the exclusion
of the abusing adult.
The values inculcated in social workers during
training partly dictate why the emphasis of
work is so strongly on the victim and the nonabusing parent. In addition, the behaviour of
perpetrators engenders strong feelings of
revulsion and antipathy in social workers, whose
instinctive reactions are likely to be little
different in this respect from that of ordinary
members of the public.
And there are other factors to consider: social
workers don't have much training in working
with men, particularly men who do not fall into
an obvious category of need as they would
normally define it. And there is the ever-present
question of resources: the argument being that,
if these are scarce, they should be targeted first
at helping women and children.
Following an allegation of sexual abuse,
what happens just now in many areas of the
country is that the mother and child are jointly
interviewed by police and social worker. Even
if the perpetrator is available to be spoken to, he
is usually asked to leave the child's home until
'investigations are complete'. Lord Clyde made
some suggestions about formalising this
removal from the home, with an interim
protection order. In practice, however, a social
worker will usually be told that the perpetrator
is not around and the information from his
partner is that she has no knowledge of his
whereabouts. While this may be a fact of the
case, he may also not be around because this
allows him to remain in control and in the
powerful position which led to his abuse of the
child in the first instance.
The horrific truth, as those of us involved
with such work are well aware, is that abusers

A

often simply move on to join another family
where they start their abuse once more. There is
therefore an urgent need to approach and engage
with the abuser himself in order to help change
his abusive behaviour. Logically this should be
an integral part of child protection work.
Perhaps the first question to ask is how does
the perpetrator feel when the child has the
courage to tell of abuse? Certainly fearful of the
consequences for himself: he may lose his
marriage, his employment, his social status. He
has real reason to fear the legal process itself,
which may culminate in imprisonment with all
its known hazards for the child abuser. He may
also feel 'out of control', unable to stop this
addictive behaviour and desperate to tackle
some of the issues relating to his abuse. But
supposing we do approach him, you may say,
he's going to deny what we believe he's done
and shut the door on us. And the answer
realistically is, yes, some men undoubtedly will
do just that. What I am suggesting however, is
that social workers have to begin to look at why
they are so reluctant to let go of the idea that
'nothing can be done to stop abusers abusing'.
If the abuser is no longer living in the family
home social workers seem content, and in some

worker has a responsibility to complete as full
an assessment as possible at the earliest
opportunity. By doing that, at the very least he
or she will go to the first case conference with
some understanding of the attitude of the
perpetrator and some knowledge of how he
lives his life. At the present time much of that
kind of information is based on conjecture.
The alternative to developing this approach
is that the abuser will in all probability continue
his confident denial of the abuse; he will be
supported in this by his extended family; the
child will become even more confused and
anxious; the prosecution will be left with no
evidence on which to proceed.
There are several ways a worker can begin to
tackle the question of the abuser's denial,
although all of them require persistence and
tenacity to break through to some kind of genuine
'engagement'. Among the incentives that can
possibly be offered to help the abuser open up
are perhaps the idea that his cooperation may
eventually make it possible for him to be
reunited with his family. Alternatively he
may be persuaded that his case will be viewed
more favourably by the court if evidence can
be produced that he has been working

abusers often move on to join another family
where they continue their abuse
areas are actually instructed, not to obstruct the
police investigation by forewarning the abuser
that he's under investigation. Why? The reasons
may be as we have suggested, that if social
workers don't speak to perpetrators they don't
have to face their negative feelings. They let
themselves be persuaded therefore by their
police colleagues that what's important is the
establishment of guilt or innocence. The question
of how best to use 'precious resources of staff
time' comes into play as well; and finally the
fact of making one child safe because the
perpetrator is no longer on the scene,
conveniently overlooks the awkward reality
that other children may nevertheless still be at
risk if the man's behaviour isn't changed or
checked.
If there is a joint social work/police interview
with an alleged perpetrator at an early stage
after the abuse has come to light, it's often
possible to get invaluable information about his
lifestyle, habits, previous concerns about his
abuse and so on. Even this much information
helps in the work with the child and the nonabusing parent. Recent research has shown
however, that social work records tend not to
hold this sort of detail.
The argument is not that the police should
hold their hand on investigating whether a
crime has been committed but that the social

constructively on his behaviour in the time
leading up to the court hearing. Perhaps most
enticingly for the abuser, he may be able to
benefit from a diversion-from-prosecution
scheme if he cooperates with the investigating
authorities.
In suggesting all of these, it nevertheless
remains fundamental that the abused child
must feel validated and believed. The reason
for that is not simply an ideological one about
the importance of the child - it has a basis in
practical commonsense too: the abuser thereby
receives a strong message that a belief in the
child is the premise from which any future work
with him will begin.
There does seem therefore to be an urgent
need for social workers to reconsider the priority
they put on work with perpetrators within child
protection as a whole. A more proactive approach
should mean that some of these men
acknowledge at least partial responsibility for
their behaviour before they get their defence
systems into place.
The stark truth is that if we do not develop a
policy of active intervention, the vast army of
abusers, the 93% who are not currently
apprehended, will continue to wield their power
unchecked over thousands of defenceless
children and what kind of 'child protection' is
that?
•
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uring the 1950s Iona and Peter
Opie made an extensive study
of the customs and practices of
school children throughout the
British Isles. In 1959 they
published their book The Lore
and
Language
of
Schoolchildren, which surprised many adults
by showing that young people had a lively
underground culture of their own, largely
unknown and unheeded by the adult world.
In the preface the authors stated that
the modem schoolchild, when out of sight
and on his own, appears to be rich in language,
well versed in custom, a respecter of the details
of his own code, and a practising authority on
traditional self amusements. And a generation
which cares for the traditions and entertainments
which have been passed down to it is not one
which is less good than its predecessors.
They went on to show that traditional
children's lore exists everywhere and that as
many, if not more, traditional games are known
to the city child as to the country child. Using
hundreds of examples of children's games,
jokes, puns, riddles, rumours, verses and songs,
the Opies celebrated the instinctive,
unselfconscious energy and invention that is
the basis of all art, and showed that the creative
capacity of even the youngest child has continued
up to recent times.
Since the book was published many children
have lost the battle with the motor car and have
retreated into their homes to play their games
and pass the time. Most children these days no
longer play unguarded in our streets and parks,
but it is still possible to witness much of the oral
tradition surviving in the school playground.
Anyone who has spent time around children
and observed them carefully knows that they
have their own rituals, customs and beliefs, and
their own, largely oral, literature.
An oral tradition contains everything which
a pre-literate or semi-literate society thinks
worthy of note and worth passing on. And so it
is especially important to young children. The
full history of children's literature is closely
linked to the fate of the oral tradition and the
folk tale. The adventure story, which is the
backbone of children's fiction, has the longest
ancestry of any fictional form - its roots going
back to myth and legend.
The old tales, as they were passed on by word
of mouth, involved the whole of society. Young,
old, male, female and all classes of people
identified themselves in the stories told by
traditional storytellers and members of the
community. But as more stories began to be
written down and printed a new cultural group
grew up. This group of middle-class literary
adults systematically discarded many of the old
ways and values including the oral tradition.
The creation of a new literature for the minority
came along with a sustained attack on the
traditional folk tale.
In place of a story which all members of the
community believed together was created a
fiction made especially for children by adults
who knew it was not real. Much of this literature
consisted of nothing more than lessons disguised
as stories written with the express purpose of
teaching children manners and morals and
encouraging them to become more like
respectable grown ups.
By Victorian times the traditional robust folk
tale had been turned into the sentimental
ruralistic fairy tale. Most stories in the popular
children's editions were pale shadows of their
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Reading
and Listening
Geraldine Sinkie explores the links between the folk lore of
the playground and childen's literature and warns how they
could both be damaged by education cuts and an
inflexible national curriculum.
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forerunners, having lost much of their power,
humour, political content, and especially their
feminine initiative.
The writers of this new fiction were drawn
from one class, and the rest - the majority becam cultural outsiders. They had been
excluded from their role as popular creators of
the story.
As a result, children's fiction, though much
of it extremely fine, consistently failed to win
the majority of young people, and this remained
the case until well into the second half of this
century.
Then, between the late 1950s and the early
1970s, there was an upsurge in energy in the
worlds of education and childrens publishing
which put us on the verge of a truly popular
culture based around the book.
Teachers, librarians, parents and community
based artists and writers fought a sustained
battle to reclaim the right for everyone to be
involved in the creation and enjoyment of
literature. The school library system grew to
meet an expanded demand for children's fiction.
New writers from backgrounds closer to that of
the majority of readers joined the more
established authors of books for the young. The
domination of the children's book world by
white middle class attitudes was challenged and
the writing began to represent a wide ranging
popular culture with its roots in everyday speech.
One of the most exciting aspects of this
movement was the restoration of the old contact
between the storyteller and the audience, Writers
and storytellers began to come into schools and
the community, encouraging young people to
write and illustrate their own stories. The
idioms, rhythms, cadences and metaphors of
the spoken language have brought spontaneity
and a new excitement into children's literature
in the last 30 years. The energy of the playground
was at last finding its way into the classroom
and the process had begun of restoring a literary
heritage to its rightful owners.
All this is under wider attack now as the
government, in spite of all its talk about literacy
levels, seems to be doing everything it can to
discourage independent reading and creative
writing in schools. Our education ministers and
their advisers know that reading is powerfully
important - the creative heart of all education.
They know that what we do with our lives is
limited by what we can do with our language,
and yet they are failing to make sufficient
environmental provision for it in the education
system. This is either because they don't care
enough or because they are uneasy about
educating a generation who may grow up to
challenge the needs of authority.
Books exercise the imagination and foster a
questioning attitude in the reader. They can be
unconventional and subversive, often
overturning the accepted values of their day and
satirising adult society. Reading implies cross
referencing, contrasting oppositional facts an
the exploration of multiple meanings and
alternative views. hidependent readers learn
that absolute truth is not to be found in any one
source. They are more likely to question what
they see, read and learn.
n the past few years school library services
have been slashed, public libraries have
been threatened or closed and budgets for
book buying in the schools have been
reduced. The government is trying to
introduce a model of reading based on
authority, using fixed courses of study, the set
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text, the worksheet and constant testing in an
inflexible curriculum.
If we follow the Back to Basics line of the
present government we would be undermining
the foundations of a literature which has become
widely popular, colourful and exciting. We
would be ensuring that our education system
fails to foster the creative capacity of the majority
of our young people for years to come.
The Opies showed us that the young still have
an active folk culture that is part of an oral
tradition going back thousands of years. They
are constantly making up and passing on stories,
rhymes, songs and jokes, some of which have
the simplicity and originality of great folk
literature. If we value their uninhibited language
and astonishing inventiveness we owe it to
them to fight for their right to live in an
environment that makes all kinds of literature
available and accessible to them.
Books are still the cheapest way of getting a
story when and where you want it and they offer
more variety than and other storytelling medium.
When a child reads she completes the story for

herself, bringing her own imagination to it and
taking from it what she individually requires. e
owe it to all our children to ensure that literature
is and continues to be something which belongs
to everyone, and not a privilege to be claimed
by one social group.

Reading and Telling is a Glasgow-based
consultancy offering a guide to the world of
children's books through talks., workshops and
individual consultation It promotes children's
reading by looking at a wide range of material
from picture books, family and school stories to
teenage fiction and fantasy in talks and
workshops designed for both adults and
children. They include activities, discussion
and storytelling.
The programmes are suitable for in service
training, book weeks and other events. For
further information contact Geraldine Sinkie,
16 Melville Street, Pollokshields, Glasgow G41
2LW (041-423 9488)
•

THE SINGING STREET
Skipping with actions:

Inky pinkie
Sugarellie inkie
One two three!
Ice cream and jally
A punch on the bellie:
One two three!
The Opies collected rhymes and songs from many Scottish schools in compiling the classic
Lore and Language of Schoolchildren. Less well known but equally interesting is the work
of a science teacher, James Ritchie, who collected songs, sayings and games from pupils
at Norton Park School in Leith. As he explains in the introduction to one of his books, The
Golden City, "One morning in Norton Park School I was teaching science, and finding
the response not very lively, I asked:
'What do you like doing?'
The class answered: 'We like playing games.'
'What games?' They told me, and I began there and then to write them down. In the
afternoon, whilst teaching mathematics, I also found time to jot down some more games.
From then on, I collected every sort of rhyme or playing jingle, and my collection grew."
As well as writing down the details of the games played in the back greens, streets and
playgrounds, he also filmed the children playing the singing games - skipping, hopping,
stotting, hiding, birling, playing and dancing - in their natural setting during the Easter
holiday in 1951. That film and a booklet with the words of the songs is available from the
Children's Museum in Edinburgh.
In a future issue of Scottish Child we hope to be looking back at this pioneering work,
and would be interested to hear about any similar recording of street games in other parts
of Scotland. We also want to hear from readers about the games taking place on the childsafe surfaces of today's playgrounds.

Among the contributors in this issue:
David Cameron, the poet, has worked in residential childcare and is now a full-time writer living
in Edinburgh; David Cameron, the reviewer, is information worker at Solas and Milestone
House; George Chalmers is doing time and an OU degree in FIMP Noranside; Fred Kennedy
is the Regional Reporter of Strathclyde Children's Panel; Joe McGrath is a member of the
Scottish Child editorial group and wasting time in HMP Noranside; Geraldine Sinkie runs
Reading and Telling, an independent consultancy offering a guide to the world of children's
books; Nicola Stirling is a trainee reporter with Strathclyde Children's Panel; when Shiel Yule
is not drawing pictures or writing articles, you may find him helping to design Scottish Child or waiting at tables.
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Poems from The Temple Monster: in
memoriam Martin Temple
David Cameron

The files will tell you everything.
Normal neonate.
Cried at birth.
Educated at.
No-one stands a chance against them.
You are discovered there,
However many books you read or
However long you grow your hair.
You slip out of the womb, a nurse
Tears herself from the great mystery
To check the time. Convulse, make love,
She's there with her watch standing over you.
This is your file, open and shut:
A bunch of poems, as requested,
Or not actually, but as they say
'It's what he would have wanted.'

X1V
From all the words you've spoken
Select one. Select the least word
You mumbled once, your voice broken,
That went unheard.
Break the silence of death
To speak that word aloud.
I swear before you draw breath
I'll have knelt, and bowed.

What is that word again?
You asked, doing your puzzle.
Don't now ask me to remember
The answer given.
Friend, in your place, I'd give
The very salt of my skin
Not to have chosen as you did:
I would choose for you to live.
Now that you are theirs, not ours,
You are like one of those plants
Which spread everywhere, live endlessly
And do not bear true flowers.
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I walk the steep road
Into the blue trees.
The river, curved like a horn,
Blows beside me.
Balfron. Hidden
Eyes drop their salt
As the ancient, disposed
Body of Fergus
Is trundled along Crow Road.
If legend, which is not
To be believed,
Is believed, St Mungo
And his bulls carried here
Fergus. Ancient days
Like this one,
And the ever-failing light
Failing him,
Descends the night.
I give you, ladies
And gentlemen, this fair corpse,
With the crows like a hood
Over an infant. Such hope
He had, perished.
Begin again
On your journey with him,
Like Dante, keeping
The lower foot firm.
Towards the end,
Hope starved, perished,
You may let him down again.
(As they wish,
We send no flowers.)
Village of Sorrow,
A river seethes with hate
As the B818
Completes the circuit.

new voices
new writing
Let's do the rounds again.
My bar or ringside seat
Is not required, I'm in the ring,
You falling in the street.
I think of you mostly when
Pumped full of beer
And feel such strong affection
I almost call you dear.
How different from what you've been
That word 'dear' evokes.
Manliness of a Clydeside crane,
Loving with its lifting strokes.
A jewel that was dug up
And lightly covered over
With sandy earth, you could not stop
A minute to discover.
Jokingly we set
Opposite each other
The green and orange, incomplete
Without one other colour
- The red of your burning.
As the coffin descended
Like Orpheus, I heard you sing,
But no-one was offended.
And now jump off a bridge
Again and again in my dreams.
I look down from a ridge
Among the hollow stems
Saying what could not be said.
Even then there is silence.
The beer and blood being shed,
You recede into the distance.
The past does not exist
And so you do not, friend.
And yet within my breast
Something is at an end.

Postscript
He went missing, but turned up at my door
Angry, demanding to be fed. I looked
Behind, as though a stranger might overhear,
Or to hesitate, and nearly puked
Seeing the broad blood stains on his coat.
`I'm not good at this,' I said, 'harbouring...'
But he choked the last two words in my throat,
Let go and laughed. 'I never was missing,
But you got it wrong, everything you wrote.
Why won't you listen?' He picked up the phone.
'You're like this mouthpiece: I speak into you
But you don't hear. Or the phone's me - the telling bone,
Catweasel called it. I don't amuse you.'
'You do ... You did ... You died for nothing.'
He looked me up and down. 'That's what you say.
What was it, you think? An obscure, private hurt
- Or words to that effect. Not exactly.
Don't waste your time raking through the dirt.
The truth is, I was showing you the way.
You always wanted death and now you have it.
I am the suicide you contemplate
But never quite manage. Isn't that right?'
He looked me up and down again, not with hate.
'I extend the cold hand of friendship
To one who is living from one that's dead.'
'We're very alike, I think.' He curled his lip
And smiled broadly. 'I never noticed,' he said.
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Holding Back the Hands of the Clock
Positive Lives: Responses to
HIV - a photo-documentary
Stephen Mayes and LyndaII
Stein (editors)
Foreword by Edmund White
Cassell 1993 £19.99 hardback

David Cameron
This photo-documentary is a collaboration
between two quite different organisations:
Network Photographers, Britain's foremost
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agency for documentary photography and the
Terrence Higgins Trust, a national AIDS charity,
providing a range of services, advice and
information to anyone affected by AIDS and
HIV.
The book movingly illustrates the lives of
those infected and affected by HIV and AIDS in
scenes of everday life, through moments of joy
and sadness. The photographs and the text
record the crisis, the social and political history
of the virus as well as the grief and loss brought
by AIDS. It also shows the courage of those
with HIV/AIDS and the commitment of the
people who work to counter the effects of the
virus.
The images depict subjects as varied as life in
a Muirhouse housing estate in Edinburgh, the
wards in a London hospital, mothers and

children, gay life, carers and prison - all are
portrayed with intensity and imagination.
"Documentary photography has a power to
communicate with an emotional immediacy,
that cannot be matched by words."
In a memorable foreword to the book, the
author Edmund White, says, "photography ...
is about death, since it records unrepeatable
moments, captures the passing and the past and
arrests the process of decay called time..." But
the book is very much about life and living as
well, about courage and inspiration, both of
which flow from a strong life force. It is an
eloquent description of the reality of the
pandemic we are trying to come to terms with
as it enters its second decade.
Positive Lives has enabled its participants
to share with us and to focus quite directly on

communities to face the challenge of living
with HIV and AIDS.
"Six years ago I was diagnosed as HIVpositive, then 1 becams aware that I had a little
guest in my blood, a tiny element which would
try to eat my defences away and so threaten my
life. I declared war, then I decided I would be
the winner and after six years lam still healthy."
Many of the HIV/AIDS organisations which
exist in our towns and cities have grown with
the aim to improve the quality of life for those
affected or infected by the virus. Both SOLAS
and Milestone House which are based in
Edinburgh, make extensive use of arts
programmes as a way of enabling people to
express themselves as well as to find
companionship in shared creative activity.
The emphasis on the arts, as well as on
providing a warm and welcoming place to meet
in is consistent with the whole ethos of SOLAS

- the word itself is Gaelic and means 'light and
comfort'.
In the testimonies of the participants or the
images of their lives, some of them of haunting
intensity, Positive Lives makes the reader look
again at his or her own prejudices about this
issue. It is a challenge we cannot afford to
ignore. As 011ie, says,
"It's possible that sooner or later we'll all
•
know someone who's positive."
Positive Lives also tours as an exhibition and
has already visited Glasgow. It is hoped that it
will be coming north of the border again in the
near future.
For further information about HIV or AIDS
you can contact the National AIDS Helpline,
24-hour Freephone Service, 0800 567 123 or
SOLAS National HIV and AIDS Information
Centre on 031-659 5116.

some of the emotional issues they face. The
photography and the writings have allowed
many to express the pain, fear and isolation
which they experience day by day.
"Three years ago I found out that I was
pregnant. A few weeks later my partner told me
that he was HP/-positive. For a split second I
experienced total fear. I didn't want anything to
do with him. I wanted to cut myself off, but a
second later! decided to stand by him. As! was
carrying his baby and sleeping with him I
thought that I was HIV-positive too. It was
several months before I knew for certain that!
wasn't."
Photography and other art activities have
created opportunities to address emotional
issues, offering a creative way of affirming
identity, empowering individuals and
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The Women's Forum
Women in Scottish Literature
Chapman Double Issue £5.95
Rosemary Milne
This double issue of women's writing - fiction,
poetry, critical articles and reviews - is not a
first for Chapman. In 1980 Woven by Women
broke new ground by bringing together in one
volume a whole range of new writing by Scottish
women as well as critical accounts, some written
by men, of work done by unsung women in the
past. It's hard to believe, thirteen years on, that
there could ever have been any doubt about the
strength and, in many cases, real excellence of
Scottish women's writing and of their
contribution to the arts in general.
This is a fine successor to the 1980 collection.
It carries writing by women who have by now
found fame, if not fortune (Janet Paisley, Janice
Galloway, AL Kennedy, Tessa Ransford ...),
and by others so far less well known, to this
reviewer at least, but who we can expect to
know more of by the time Chapman brings out
another 'dedicated issue'.
The debate about women's contribution to
the arts, about the extent to which women were
simply invisible rather than non-contributors in
the past, has been aired many times. The critical
essays in this volume show that women are still
not entirely sure of their legitimate place in the
world of words - they need reassurance - but
over the past decade they have developed
networks of support, found some publishers,
listened to each other, and slowly but
determinedly made inroads into all sorts of
previously male preserves.
Elizabeth Bums' short article about the work
of Stramullion, the independent women's
publishing house, encapsulates well the
difficulties women had to overcome, not least
their sense of 'is it OK to even try to write?' and
the importance of women's writers groups in
helping women to find a voice.
"A pivotal poem in the collection (Fresh
Oceans, Stramullion 1989), is Margaret
Elphinstone' s
"To my friend who is a woman and a poet like
me". "No man ever said I was poet," the writer
says,
but
"You called me a poet
and took me in your arms, laughing
with the terror of it.
... You called me a poet.
You - the poet So now I will believe you..."
(p. 170)
The fact that, as Elizabeth Bums tells the
reader, Stramullion has had to cease trading
says much more than that it is hard to keep an
independent publishing company going against
the competition of international publishing
groups. It tells us that, although women have
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Women's Words
won the first stage of this struggle to be heard,
these gains are always precarious, need vigilant
protection and can never be taken for granted.
Of course individual writers can - and clearly
do from the authority and skill of some of the
writing here - take their place for granted,
expect to be heard. Take for example the
poignant short story by Janice Galloway and the
equally well-written, deeply disturbing,
monologue by AL Kennedy
Should we try to make some general
comments about women's writing from what
we have here? Theodore Roethke had his say
about women's poetry way back in the sixties.
He decided that it "suffered from a lack of range
- in subject matter, in emotional tone - and a

lack of sense of humour" together with other
"aesthetic annd moral shortcomings."
Read this collection and you know
straightaway how wrong he was. There's
humour aplenty, warmth, joy and sadness. True
there are the themes of womanhood as it is lived
by most of us - childcare, housecare, the need
for solitude, space, the interest in ourselves. But
what comes forth is not a sameness, not a
limited obsession with 'women's things' but a
real feeling of the range of women's emotional
and intellectual lives. The best analogy for me
might be a tapestry which now wraps not a
cushion but a whole wall - full of fine stitches
and delicate detail but depicting large sweeps of
human experience.

Keeping'em Out the Courts
Offenders Aged 16 to 18
Scottish Association for the
Study of Delinquency (SASD)
Nicola Stirling and Fred J
Kennedy
At present the bulk of juvenile offenders in
Scotland are dealt with by the Children's Hearing
System, the key features of which are, that it is
'child-centred' in approach and must make
decisions 'in the best interests of the child'; that
it attempts to address and solve underlying
social problems, rather than punish the offender
and that it involves not only the child but also
his family in the decision-making process.
The system deals with offenders aged up to
16 or up to 18 if the young person is already
subject to a supervision requirement made by a
children's hearing. Currently, all other young
people over 16 who get into trouble are dealt
with by the courts, although in theory the courts
have the power to remit a case to a children's
hearing for advice or disposal.
Now, the SASD has published a report, which
is the fruit of two years work. The report
recommends that all cases of offences committed
by persons under 18, should be dealt with by the
Children's Hearing System, with the proviso
that serious and technical offences would still
go to court. Their proposal therefore envisages
one system for dealing with everyone up to the
age of 18, still ensuring, however, that the
courts deal with those cases where the public
requires protection. As Reporters, we would
tend to agree with the SASD that such an
expansion of the system would require the
creation of new forms of disposal, perhaps of a
demanding nature, and which, in certain cases,
afford a degree of protection of the public from
the risks of further offending. The Report also
states that there may be a hidden potential for
greater use of special conditions attached to
supervision requirements. While new resources
are required, it is not proposed that the powers
of the Children's Hearings System should be
changed.
As well as new community and open
residential resources, the SASD also note that if
their proposals go ahead, the Children's Hearing
System will have to be provided with a real
increase in the number of places in secure
accommodation. They recommend that such
places should be found in new specialist
establishments where a varied regime of
programmes, counselling and activities would
address the needs of the young person with an
appropriately secure environment.
The Report promotes the concept that the
community should become as closely involved
with young offenders as possible and
recommends that committees be established to
devise and monitor community based diversion
schemes. They propose such committees should
be funded by Central Government, but that
appeals should be made to the public to serve
voluntarily in the local schemes set up by such

committees. The voluntary sector, however,
may be a poor substitute for public provisions
which would provide the professional help and
counselling many of these youngsters require,
if such diversion schemes postpone the causes
of offending behaviour being addressed at an
early stage.
It is stated that extending the Hearing System
to deal with 16-18 year olds would require the
observing of due process in terms of the UN
Convention, that is the need for "legal or other
appropriate assistance in the preparation and
presentation of his ... defence." SASD commend
the concept of specialist lawyers to be recognised
by a scheme of accreditation and entitled to
remuneration from the legal aid fund. The report
remembers, however, that no-one has a
"defence" before a Children's Hearing - all
referrals have either been admitted or found to
be proved by a Sheriff and legal aid is available
for Court appearances. Having all lawyers better
trained in the theory and practice of the
Children's Hearing System can only be a good
thing, irrespective of the legal aid status of the
hearing itself.
The final recommendations of the SASD
relate to the idea that, where possible,
diversionary tactics should be used to keep
children out of the courts and the hearing system.
The hearings system itself can be described as
"diversion" in that it diverts children from the

DEATH ON THE STREETS
Cats and the mythology of road safety

Os

courts. Reporters already use diversion in that
only cases where the Reporter considers the
child to be in need of compulsory measures of
care come before a hearing. The SASD propose
Procurators Fiscal should use diversion wherever
possible when dealing with those under 18.
However, as only the most serious offences are
to be referred to the fiscal, in terms of this
Report, we must presume that in future a case
should always be referred to the hearing system
and not the fiscal, if the full rigours of the penal
system are not required.
All in all, this is an extremely welcome
report. It points out some very useful ways
ahead, largely using existing resources and
suggesting movements of some young people
out of the more expensive sector of the criminal
courts and adult penology, to the more humane
and generally less costly areas of Panel, Reporter
and supervision in the community. A timely
indication is given of the pressing need to
reconsider the position of those under 18, in the
light of the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child. Everybody in the sector should read this
report and those with direct responsibility should
be carefully considering the possibility of
adopting as many of the proposals as possible.
The report is available free of charge from
George Taylor, Secretary to the SASD,
Governor, HMYOI Dumfries, Terregles Street,
Dumfries.

Scottish
Child Book
Offer

If you want the full story about the great Road Safety Cover
Up after reading this month's article, try Bob Davis's "Death
on the Streets." It pulls no punches in exposing road safety
myths and is an essential fact file for campaigners and
professionals with an interest in safety, with an extensive
index and over 1000 references. It is also a social history of
the terrible toll of car supremacy, from the smouldering
aftermath of the Los Angeles riots to the nightmare of global
warming
We can offer this 300 page illustrated paperback to
readers of Scottish Child at rl 0 per copy including
post and packing (published price £11.99),
Send payment of £10 per copy to Scottish Child Book Offer,
130 St Stephen Street, Edinburgh EH3 5AD.
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letters
Conflict and Consensus in the Children's Panel
Dear Editor
Re the letter in your December/
January edition on nuclear fall- out
from Eric Oxley who was signed
as "Regional Chairman, Dumfries
and Galloway Children's Panel",
you were quite correct to point out
that he is the Graphite Manager at
Chapelcross Nuclear Power
Station. However, as a serving
member on Children's Panels I
would appreciate clarification on
other aspects of the letter.
Firstly, in what capacity is Eric
Oxley writing? Is he writing in a
personal capacity as an individual
who happens to be a Regional
Chairperson of Children's Panels,
in which case is it appropriate that
he signs himself as a Regional
Chairperson? Who authorises or
sanctions the use of the title of
Regional Chairman on such a
contentious subject in a published
magazine?
Secondly, is he writing in his
capacity as Regional Chairman and
if so is he reflecting the views of
panel members after some form of

due and valid consultation? Indeed
is this a subject (radiation
poisoning) that the Children's
Hearing System can competently
reflect and consult upon?
Thirdly, what is implied by his
statement that "I can't support you
in this venture" and "I will have to
carefully consider the Region's
renewal of the annual
subscription". Are these really
issues for his personal discretion
or did his statements precede or
follow due and valid consultation
with other panel members? Finally
what does he himself think about
the view that there is at the very
least, a potential conflict of interest
in his employment in a nuclear
power station and his use of the
designation of Regional Chairman
of Children's Panels on this topic?
Yours faithfully
Edward Harkins
202 Brownside Road
Burnside
Glasgow G73 5BE

Dear Editor,
You published a letter from Eric
Oxley of Dumfries and Galloway
Children's Panel which criticised
your editorial policy. I am a
Children's Panel member in
Strathclyde and know that a panel's
decision should be 'in the best
interests of the child'. Sometimes
it is quite easy to reach such a
decision but often it is very difficult
to sort out the short-term and longterm effects on the child of any
decision we make. I believe the
same principle should apply to
decisions about the nuclear
industry - the best interests of
present and future generations must
be considered. We must not
sacrifice the future for short-term
gains.
You are a magazine that claims
to represent the children of
Scotland. You stand up for
children's rights and stand against
anything that harms children. You
must continue to publish articles
such as Ian Maxwell's article on
the nuclear industry in south west
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Dear Editor,
In 1994 VAT on fuel (applicable
from April onwards), will freeze
an extra 10,000 people to death
(Poverty Action Group figures).
The people dying and suffering
will be the poorest 20%, who spend
12% of their income on fuel, as
opposed to the 4.1% spent by the
richest 20%.
In response Labour, the Scottish
National Party and the Liberal
Democrats have wrung their hands
and said that it's very bad indeed.
But you can be pretty sure none of
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them will stop it happening and
none of them will support nonpayment.
There is now a well-established
history of political parties in Britain
failing to prevent this sort of attack
on people's lives and health. Noone expects much from them any
more. The one gleam of hope for
our democracy is that there is also
a long-established history of
community self-organisation and
campaigns for non-payment.
Pensioners groups, anti waterprivatisation groups and anti
poll-tax groups are taking up the

Yours sincerely,
John Collings,
Ladeside,
Dalquhurn Estate,
Renton

Racism watching the
right video

Turning the Heat on the Politicians

Ei Girobank EAR

Scotland: Active Today or Radioactive Tomorrow, that disclose any
danger to families and children.
Children need to be able to live and
play without fear from nuclear
pollution. I must disagree with Mr
Oxley. I think that your magazine
is relevant to the work of the
Children's Panels because it is
relevant to children.
I think it is one of the great
strengths of the Children's Panel
System that members hold different
views on many matters but when
we come together to help families
our differences are forgotten during
a hearing. It is good that diverse
views can be held by panel
members who are chosen because
of their interest in children - and
for no other reason.

fight against VAT on fuel and when
April comes there will be massive
support: show rooms will be
occupied, there'll be a blackout at
the Palace of Westminster and bills
will be burnt in public parks all
over the country.
If 20 million households simply
withhold the VAT part of their fuel
bill it will paralyse the fuel
companies and force the
government to back down.
This
community-based
campaign will rely on support and
information being organised locally
and spread throughout the country.
Action has already started in
Edinburgh and a free conference to
organise a campaign is to be held
in mid-February. No MPs will be
present.
Yours sincerely
Oliver Brookes,
Edinburgh

For more information about the
campaign or the conference you
can call 031-667 4299.

Dear Editor,
Given the dangerous escalation in
both institutional and popular
racism in Scotland and Europe, it
was appropriate that you featured
a detailed review of the MuirhousePilton Challenging Racism in
Scotland Resource Pack (October/
November 1993 issue of Scottish
Child).
Unfortunately, due to a technical
error, one batch of videos was
incorrectly copied. It seems from
her review in your magazine, that
Fiona Steel received a faulty copy.
The genuine video is fifteen
minutes in length and documents
the history of community resistance
to racism in Muirhouse. The video
includes interviews with local
people, council officials, racial
equality staff and anti-racist
activists, as well as footage of the
250 people who marched through
Muirhouse against racism. It also
recommends action local
authorities can take to improve
their policies on racial harassment
and anti-racism work.
The feedback we have received
on the pack has been excellent and

people have found the video to be
a valuable educational resource as
well as a practical inspiration to
everyone who is concerned about
racism.
I can assure anyone interested in
purchasing the pack of its quality
and value for money. To quote a
worker from Granby Toxteth
Community Project, "The
information pack is well researched
and hard-hitting. MARC has
exploded the perceptions and
ignorance of social policy makers
who fail to recognise that racism is
alive and well in many parts of
Scotland, and has been for quite
some time.".
Yours sincerely,
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Women's Aid refuges take in more children than women - over
3,000 last year. Scottish Child takes a look at the work that goes
on with the 'children of the refuges'.
Plus - access to health care. How confident do you feel about
talking to your doctor about your child's health? What do you know
about alternative therapies for children? Some young mums talk
about 'taking kids to see the doctor'.

Andy Egan,
Community Education Team,
West Piiton Crescent,
Edinburgh EH4 4HP

Plus Scottish Child reports on what's doing round Scotland campaigns, conferences and crises.

We Spend All Our Adult Lives Trying To Recreate Our Childhood
Coburn & Naugh ton

THUMp
I AM FLOATING
SENSATIONLESS

I HEAR THE BEAT
OF MY MOTHERS
HEART
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GREAT, ANOTHER ONE
GONE INTO BIRTH TRAUMA!
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in my life

People quite often comment on my
accent. It's a mixture of Lancashire
and Scottish. The reason is that I
was born in Manchester although
both my parents were Scottish,
from Edinburgh. My father was an
engineer and had to leave Scotland
to find work before I was born. He
died when! was nine but my mother
stayed on in Manchester, not
having the means to go anywhere
else. Holidays when I was a child
were always spent up here in
Scotland because that's where all
the family was.
From school I went to teacher
training college and became a
science teacher. I taught for a year
in England then I got married and
went out to Zimbabwe where I
lived for fifteen years, working
and raising a family. I went out
completely naive about everything,
not having thought about the
political questions at all. I often
think it was sheer luck that I was
placed first of all as a teacher in a
school for children of mixed racial
origin and Asian origin. In
Rhodesia as it still was at that time,
the children were divided into three
categories - black, white and
'others'. I was in the 'others'
school. It hit me - I knew nothing
about segregation. The kids were
black but they were considered
coloured or Asian. That was a
school of a thousand kids and my
real education started right then
when I began to see what division
does to children.
You saw divisions within
families and between families.
Children felt it was an advantage
even to be a slightly lighter shade
than a brother or a sister. It could
and did create terrible rifts and
rivalries.
I taught art and science at the
school. It's an unusual combination
I know but although I did my
teacher training to be a science
teacher I'd actually started off at
Manchester art college. Once I
decided I wasn't ever going to be
the female Picasso I switched to
science which was my other great
love. It was a rare mix then, maybe
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Susan England
looks back on a childhood in Manchester,
fifteen years teaching in Zimbabwe and her
present-day work at the Roundabout Centre
in Edinburgh
still is, but I always found it very
useful - the one subject helped the
other.
I left the school to have my first
baby. He died though, only hours
after birth. I lost another two
children after that in late
miscarriages. And then I had three
more children in quick succession
- all of whom lived OK. That was
six pregnancies in six years.
After I'd had the children I
worked in all types of schools but
I think it was the first school which
really made me aware of the
inequalities. By the time I left
Zimbabwe I was deputy head of a
high school, the very first white
high school to become integrated.
That was a milestone in my life.
The decision to return to Britain
was very difficult and I'm still not
sure if it was the right one. It's the

dilemma you face when a country
gets independence: should you get
out and leave spaces for black
people to take over what is
rightfully theirs or should you stay
and be part of the change?
It's fourteen years since we left
and I only went back last year for
the first time when I was finally
able to afford the trip. I was very
excited about it before I went but I
was terribly disappointed when I
got there. I'd expected that black
people would have progressed a
lot. Many had but the government
had still not got to grips with
providing a system which enabled
the poorest in the community to
work, and to have enough to eat.
The people at the top have loads of
money and the people at the bottom
are worse off than they've ever
been.

The majority of white people
have segregated themselves even
further than before. They've got
higher fences, bigger gates, more
ferocious guard dogs. They don't
socialise with black people.
They've taken nearly all the white
children out of the government
schools. A whole new series of
private white schools have opened
up which take in the cream of the
academic black children. It was
heart-rending.
I went back to the school where
I'd been deputy head and as I
walked through the grounds I realised I didn't see a white face there,
neither children nor teachers. When
I talked to the head teacher the
story was one we are all too familiar with here - the white community
won't accept that their children
aren't going to suffer educationally by being in a school with black
children. The worst thing was that
the teachers themselves were arguing against the state system in
which they were teaching.
Since! returned to Scotland I've
continued working with black and
minority ethnic communities and
individuals through the work I do
at the Roundabout Centre. I know
there's still a long way to go but!
can honestly say that black people
have progressed the cause of
equality here in Scotland in the
fourteen years since I've been back.
At the Roundabout Centre itself
we've seen a massive change away
from the old-fashioned ideas of
benevolence and charity for 'those
less fortunate' to the idea of people
making things happen for
themselves, supported by others.
I suppose in one way and another
'opening doors' is the constant
theme in my life - as a teacher and
now as the co-ordinator of the
community centre here at the
Roundabout. I'd not thought of it
like that but a friend whom I'd not
seen for about twenty years was
reminding me just the other day
when we met again, that even way
back in my student days I was
already making a quiet but assertive
stand for 'equal opportunities'! •

FILMHOUSE
88 LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH
TELEPHONE 031- 228 2688
At Filmhouse in February:
AMERICAN HEART (until 3rd)
BHAJI ON THE BEACH (4th - 10th)
DECADENCE (4th -17th)
FANNY & ALEXANDER (10th only)
NORTHERNERS (11th - 17th)
BODIES, REST & MOTION (18th - 27th)
NIGHT ON EARTH (13th & 14th)
MAC (18th - 24th)
THE CRYING GAME (21st & 22nd)
STRANGER THAN PARADISE (25th - 27th)
Children's Saturday Matinees:
DENNIS (5th)
THUNDERBIRDS ARE GO (12th)
LORD OF THE RINGS (19th)
ANIMAL FARM (26th)
Look out in March for:
LES VISITEURS
HOUSE OF THE SPIRITS
THE BLUE KITE

Scotland's New Feminist
Magazine
E.s

YearlyRates:Unwaged £7
Waged £14 Organisation £21
Supporter £28 For those who would
like to give more & enable
unwaged women to
receive the magazine at
a special low rate.

I wish to subscribe to Hippies & Quines. I enclose subscription of

Ticket prices from £2.00 (£1.50) to £3.90
Details and booking 031 228 2688
Box Office open Mon to Sat noon to 9pm
CAFE BAR open from 10am

Name
Address

Send to: Harpies & Ouloos P.O. Box 543 Glasgow, G4 9AS.

BASPCAN
British Association for the Study and Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect
10 Priory Street, York, YO1 lEZ, England
Tel: 0904-613605 Fax: 0904-642239

Second National Congress
Theme:

"WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP"
A CHALLENGE TO ALL PROFESSIONALS
5-8 JULY 1994 Bristol University
Essential for all new and experienced professionals and anyone
working with children and families in the following fields:
Social Work
Education

Probation
Law

Voluntary Agencies
Medicine and Allied
Professions

This is a unique opportunity to explore and debate these issues with top national experts, researchers
and practitioners. For details please contact our national office administrator at the above address.

When they say no, they mean no.

Some men don't listen.

ZERO TOLERANCE

WHOEVER, WHEREVER, WHENEVER - MALE ABUSE OF POWER IS A CRIME
EDINBURGH DISTRICT COUNCIL WOMEN'S COMMITTEE WORKING FOR ZERO TOLERANCE OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

